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INTRODUCTION

It is no secret that the George W. Bush Administration made a major effort to expand (or restore, depending upon one’s perspective) the President’s power with respect to the other branches of government.1 In particular, the Bush Administration attempted to strengthen the President’s power to withhold documents from Congress and the courts under the doctrine of executive privilege,2 which had taken quite a beating during the Clinton Administration.3 Near the end of President Bush’s first term, he won a major victory when the Supreme Court ruled that he did not even have to assert executive privilege in order to protect from disclosure documents relating to the National Energy Policy Development Group, chaired by Vice President Cheney (and commonly known as the “Energy Task Force”).4 The President managed to avoid a major confrontation with Congress over executive privilege until after the 2006 election, when the Democrats regained control of the House of Representatives and began to conduct more vigorous oversight of the executive branch.
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2 See Mark J. Rozell, Executive Privilege Revived?: Secrecy and Conflict During the Bush Presidency, 52 Duke L.J. 405, 405 (2002) (“President Bush has exercised the privilege in an attempt to reestablish what he perceives as a more correct balance of powers between the legislative and executive branches.”).


4 See Cheney v. U.S. District Court, 542 U.S. 367, 390–91 (2004) (noting that district courts can “explore other avenues, short of forcing the Executive to invoke privilege, when they are asked to enforce against the Executive Branch unnecessarily broad subpoenas”).
This change of power coincided with one of the major scandals of the Bush Administration, the Attorney General’s decision to fire nine United States Attorneys for what many believed to be politically motivated reasons. The House Judiciary Committee began hearings into the dismissals and sought witnesses and documents from both the Department of Justice (“DOJ”) and the White House. Although the White House offered to produce some of the requested documents and provide testimony under a number of restrictions, the committee was not satisfied with the response because of the restrictions on the testimony and the fact that the White House refused to provide any documents relating to communications within the White House. The committee then issued subpoenas to (among others) former White House Counsel Harriet Miers for testimony and White House Chief of Staff Joshua Bolten for the internal White House documents. In response to the subpoenas, the President, based upon advice from the DOJ, asserted a claim of executive privilege and refused to produce additional documents or allow Miers to testify. After further negotiations proved fruitless, the House voted to cite Miers and Bolten for contempt of Congress. The Attorney General, acting pursuant to long-standing DOJ practice, refused to proceed with any further action on the contempt of Congress citations.

Then the Judiciary Committee did something that Congress had done only once before (and not since the Watergate era); it filed a lawsuit in federal court seeking judicial enforcement of the subpoenas. The DOJ argued that the subpoenas were subject to a claim of absolute privilege, and it moved to dismiss the suit on the ground that it was non-justiciable. District Judge John Bates rejected the executive’s argument that the suit was non-justiciable and partially granted the committee’s motion for summary judgment. The judge did not order disclosure of all the documents, nor did he order Miers to answer every question; instead he ordered the White House to
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produce a detailed description of the documents being withheld, and he ordered Miers to give sworn testimony during which her counsel could interpose objections to individual questions on the ground of executive privilege.\textsuperscript{15} The court then suggested that, now that the President’s claim of absolute privilege had been denied, the parties return to the usual process of negotiation and accommodation and work out a compromise. \textsuperscript{16} The parties reached such a compromise agreement, but only after the change of administrations. \textsuperscript{17}

As frequently happens after incidents in which the President overreaches in making claims of unilateral executive authority, there was a substantial scholarly backlash. Two commentators have argued that Congress should make more vigorous use of its inherent contempt power and arrest officials who assert the President’s claim of executive privilege. \textsuperscript{18} A third scholar has argued that Congress should have the absolute right to determine what documents the executive branch must produce and that courts should give conclusive effect to Congress’s own resolution of the President’s claims of executive privilege. \textsuperscript{19} Finally, two others have argued that courts should intervene to resolve executive privilege disputes even more aggressively than Judge Bates did and not defer to the traditional negotiation-accommodation process between Congress and the executive branch. \textsuperscript{20}

This Article contends that all of these arguments are overreactions to the excessive claims of privilege during the Bush Administration and that the traditional negotiation-accommodation process between

\textsuperscript{15} Id. at 106, 108.
\textsuperscript{16} Id. at 106.
\textsuperscript{17} See Carrie Johnson, Deal Clears Rove, Miers to Discuss Prosecutor Firings, WASH. POST, Mar. 5, 2009, at A08 (reporting that former President Bush acted "at the urging of the Obama administration, and in consideration of the executive branch interests at stake" (internal quotation marks omitted)).
\textsuperscript{19} See Heidi Kitrosser, Secrecy and Separated Powers: Executive Privilege Revisited, 92 IOWA L. REV. 489, 493–96 (2007) ("This Article concludes that there is no such thing as a constitutionally based executive privilege, and courts—in the face of executive privilege claims—should order compliance with any statutorily authorized demands for executive branch information.").
Congress and the executive branch remains the best way to resolve inter-branch disputes over access to information, as long as the courts remain ready to reject claims of absolute constitutional prerogative from both sides and to push the parties back to the bargaining table. First, the contention that there are historical precedents for the use of Congress’s inherent contempt power against officials who assert the President’s claim of executive privilege is incorrect. Not only is there no precedent for such use of Congress’s contempt power, in over 200 years of innumerable contentious disputes over congressional access to executive branch information, Congress has never asserted that it has such authority. Moreover, claims that Congress needs such power to enforce its investigative demands are belied by the consistent success (indeed, some might say too much success) Congress has had in forcing disclosures from the executive branch since the Watergate era during the Nixon Administration. Second, arguments in favor of Congress’s absolute authority to determine the validity of an executive privilege claim are no more consistent with Supreme Court precedent and our constitutional history than the President’s arguments in favor of absolute privilege. Giving Congress such absolute power would only aggravate the current tendency for Congress to use its investigative power for partisan purposes. Finally, courts should not play a more active role in resolving information disputes between Congress and the President, partly because of the difficulty a court has in assessing the needs of the branches given the virtually infinite variety of information disputes, but more importantly because a court would have no way of determining which among the vast array of possible conditions should be imposed on the disclosure of documents to Congress. Courts should leave that to the political branches, which have proved to be wonderfully adept at fashioning a wide variety of terms and conditions to resolve information disputes.

This Article begins in Part I with a discussion of the competing constitutional powers of the political branches: Congress’s investigative power and its authority to enforce subpoenas and the President’s right to preserve the confidentiality of certain types of executive

21 See Chafetz, supra note 18, at 1084 (suggesting that legislative contempt power has had "a key role in resolving contested questions of the allocation of power within the federal government").

22 See id. at 1145 (arguing that Congress must have access to information from the executive branch in order to uncover "executive branch malevolence and incompetence"); Zuckerman, supra note 18, at 63 (emphasizing that "Congress should in certain cases resort to its direct power to punish for contempt," since otherwise "the Executive’s refusal to prosecute may result in unremedied obstruction to the legislative process").
branch information. This Part examines the history and judicial precedent concerning each power and then explains the negotiation-accommodation process that typically resolves conflicts between the two powers. This Part concludes with a description of the United States Attorneys investigation, which gave rise to the proposals to change the current process mentioned above. Part II analyzes the arguments in favor of Congress’s use of its inherent contempt power to arrest officials who assert the President’s claim of executive privilege. Part III deals with the arguments in favor of Congress’s conclusive authority to resolve any disputes over executive privilege. Finally, Part IV responds to the calls for more active judicial involvement in executive privilege disputes.

I. THE IMPLIED, BUT NOT ABSOLUTE, POWERS OF CONGRESS AND THE PRESIDENT

To understand whether it is constitutionally permissible to utilize contempt of Congress in executive privilege disputes, it is first necessary to explore the history of two implied powers under the Constitution: first, Congress’s implied authority to investigate matters within its legislative power and punish with contempt of Congress those who fail to comply with its investigative demands, and second, the implied power of the executive branch to maintain the confidentiality of executive branch documents the disclosure of which would adversely affect the ability of the President to carry out his constitutionally assigned functions. It is necessary to examine these powers in some depth in order to establish three important points about each power: (1) each power has a significant constitutional history dating back over 200 years; (2) each power has been expressly recognized by the Supreme Court as a power that flows from the Constitution; and (3) neither power is absolute; each must yield under certain circumstances to the conflicting powers of the other branches.

A. Congress’s Investigative and Contempt Powers

Congress derives its authority to compel the production of documents and testimony not from any provision of the Constitution that expressly authorizes congressional investigations, but rather from the general grant of legislative authority in Article I, section 1 of the Constitution: “All legislative Powers herein granted shall be vested in a Congress of the United States, which shall consist of a Senate and
House of Representatives.\footnote{U.S. Const. art. I, § 1. \textit{See generally Congress Investigates: A Documented History 1792–1974} (Arthur M. Schlesinger, Jr. & Roger Bruns eds., 1975) [hereinafter \textit{Congress Investigates}] (setting forth a detailed history of congressional investigations); \textit{Ernest J. Eberling, Congressional Investigations: A Study of the Origin and Development of the Power of Congress to Investigate and Punish for Contempt} (1973) (1928) (discussing Congress’s power to investigate in connection with the Teapot Dome Scandal); \textit{John C. Grabow, Congressional Investigations: Law and Practice} (1988) (describing Congress’s power to investigate).} Congress’s implied power to investigate is based upon the understanding that, in order to legislate effectively, Congress must be able to investigate and examine the subjects of potential legislation.\footnote{\textit{See Louis Fisher, Constitutional Conflicts Between Congress and the President} 183 (Univ. Press of Kan. 4th ed. 1978) (noting that “courts have consistently held that the investigative power is available . . . to legislate [and] when a ‘potential’ for legislation exists”).}

From the time of George Washington until the present day, Congress has utilized this power to investigate scores of different subjects, including investigative oversight of the executive branch.\footnote{\textit{See generally Congress Investigates, supra} note 23 (setting forth a detailed history of congressional investigations).} For example, during President Washington’s first term, a House committee investigated the ill-fated expedition of General Arthur St. Clair, in which over 600 soldiers were killed in an attack by Native Americans of the Ohio frontier. The House committee was expressly authorized “to call for such persons, papers, and records, as may be necessary to assist their inquiries.”\footnote{3 \textit{Annals of Cong.} 493 (1792). As we will see later, this investigation gave rise to one of the earliest disputes over executive assertion of a privilege to protect the confidentiality of documents sought by Congress. \textit{See infra} text accompanying notes 347–51.}

Notwithstanding the extensive history of congressional investigations during the nineteenth century, it took some time before the Supreme Court recognized the broad scope of Congress’s investigative power. In the first significant Supreme Court case on this question, \textit{Kilbourn v. Thompson},\footnote{103 U.S. 168 (1880).} the Supreme Court took a very narrow reading of Congress’s investigative authority.\footnote{\textit{See id.} at 189 (noting that English precedent did not support Congress’s punishment of a private citizen for contempt, and deciding the case without determining whether such a power is a necessary one for legislative functioning); \textit{William P. Marshall, The Limits on Congress’s Authority to Investigate the President}, 2004 U. Ill. L. REV. 781, 789 (2004) (stating that \textit{Kilbourn} “rejected rather than affirmed Congress’s power to investigate”).} \textit{Kilbourn} arose in response to a congressional investigation into the bankruptcy of a company, in which the United States had a substantial investment.\footnote{\textit{Kilbourn}, 103 U.S. at 171.} A House committee subpoenaed Kilbourn because he was the manager.
of a D.C. real estate pool in which the company was a participant.\textsuperscript{30} However, Kilbourn refused to answer questions or produce subpoenaed documents on the ground that “if it could be shown in any way that the Government was interested in [the nature of his business] . . ., or that his testimony would promote the interest of the Government in any way, he would tell everything about it.”\textsuperscript{31} When Kilbourn failed to comply with the committee’s subpoena the full House found him in contempt of Congress, and he was incarcerated in the District of Columbia jail.\textsuperscript{32}

Kilbourn was released from custody when a federal court granted his habeas corpus petition, and he sued the Speaker of the House, the members of the investigating committee, and the Sergeant-at-Arms (Thompson) for false imprisonment.\textsuperscript{33} Kilbourn argued that, because the House had no power to punish him for contempt, his arrest and imprisonment were unlawful, while the Sergeant-at-Arms contended that the contempt citation was lawful and a valid defense to the false imprisonment action.\textsuperscript{34} When the Supreme Court decided the case, it first held that Congress’s authority was not absolute and unreviewable, but was subject to review by the courts.\textsuperscript{35} It emphasized that because of the “popular origin” and political nature of the Congress,

\begin{quote}
[i]t is all the more necessary, therefore, that the exercise of power by this body, when acting separately from and independently of all other depositories of power, should be watched with vigilance, and when called in question before any other tribunal having the right to pass upon it that it should receive the most careful scrutiny.
\end{quote}

Second, the Court held that Kilbourn’s imprisonment for contempt was unlawful because Congress had exceeded its authority by investigating the private affairs of citizens, and because the matter under investigation was the subject of ongoing bankruptcy proceedings.\textsuperscript{36}

Most interestingly, the Court questioned whether Congress had a right to investigate and punish for contempt under any circumstances:

\begin{quote}
We are of opinion that the right of the House of Representatives to punish the citizen for a contempt of its authority or a breach of its privileges
\end{quote}
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can derive no support from the precedents and practices of the two Houses of the English Parliament, nor from the adjudged cases in which the English courts have upheld these practices. Nor, taking what has fallen from the English judges, and especially the later cases on which we have just commented, is much aid given to the doctrine, that this power exists as one necessary to enable either House of Congress to exercise successfully their function of legislation.

The Court disclaimed, however, that this conclusion was part of its holding, since the “proposition is one which we do not propose to decide in the present case, because we are able to decide it without passing upon the existence or non-existence of such a power in aid of the legislative function.”

*Kilbourn’s* suggestion that Congress might not have the authority to compel production of documents and testimony was emphatically rejected in the 1927 case of *McGrain v. Daugherty* that arose out of Congress’s investigation of the Teapot Dome scandal, which concerned alleged corruption in the leasing of oil fields that had been reserved for the exclusive use of the Navy. After lengthy Senate investigations in 1922 and 1923, the Senate moved on to investigate Attorney General Harry Daugherty’s failure to prosecute those whose corruption had been revealed in the Senate investigations.

The purpose of the investigation was so “that the practices and deficiencies which, according to the charges, were operating to prevent or impair its right administration might be definitely ascertained and that appropriate and effective measures might be taken to remedy or eliminate the evil.” The committee issued subpoenas to a number of witnesses including Mally S. Daugherty, the brother of the Attorney General. When Mally Daugherty twice refused to testify in response to Senate subpoenas, he was arrested by John McGrain, one of the Senate’s Deputy Sergeants-at-Arms.

Daugherty argued to the Supreme Court that the Constitution did not authorize Congress to issue subpoenas to a private person to respond under penalty of contempt of Congress. The Supreme Court disagreed, however, and ruled that both Houses of Congress “possess[ed], not only such powers as are expressly granted to them by
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the Constitution, but such auxiliary powers as are necessary and appropriate to make the express powers effective."\(^{47}\) The Court looked to the extensive history of legislative investigations in both England and the United States and concluded that, "[i]n actual legislative practice power to secure needed information by such means has long been treated as an attribute of the power to legislate."\(^{48}\) Notwithstanding the absence of an express constitutional clause authorizing subpoenas and the contempt power to enforce them, the Court held that "the power of inquiry—with process to enforce it—is an essential and appropriate auxiliary to the legislative function."\(^{49}\) In this particular instance, although the resolution authorizing the Senate investigation did not expressly state that it was in aid of the legislation, it was appropriate to infer a legislative purpose to the investigation:

> The only legitimate object the Senate could have in ordering the investigation was to aid it in legislating; and we think the subject-matter was such that the presumption should be indulged that this was the real object. An express avowal of the object would have been better; but in view of the particular subject-matter was not indispensable.\(^{50}\)

The Court did emphasize, however, that Congress did not have the "power to inquire into private affairs and compel disclosures, but only with such limited power of inquiry as is shown to exist" to support its legislative function.\(^{51}\) The scope of the British Parliament’s investigatory authority is not similarly cabined.\(^{52}\)

Even Congress’s investigative power over public affairs is not unlimited. The Supreme Court explained Congress’s need to link the investigatory power to a particular legislative inquiry in *Watkins v. United States*.\(^{53}\) *Watkins* involved the appeal of a contempt of Congress conviction by a labor official who had refused to testify before the House Committee on Un-American Activities concerning the identity of persons who had formerly been associated with the Communist Party.\(^{54}\) The Court summarized the scope of the investigative power as follows:

\(^{47}\) Id. at 173.

\(^{48}\) Id. at 161.

\(^{49}\) Id. at 174.

\(^{50}\) Id. at 178.

\(^{51}\) Id. at 173–74.


\(^{53}\) 354 U.S. 178 (1957).

\(^{54}\) Id. at 183–86.
The power of Congress to conduct investigations is inherent in the legislative process. That power is broad. It encompasses inquiries concerning the administration of existing laws as well as proposed or possibly needed statutes. It includes surveys of defects in our social, economic or political system for the purpose of enabling the Congress to remedy them. It comprehends probes into departments of the Federal Government to expose corruption, inefficiency or waste.\(^{55}\)

In reversing the defendant’s conviction for contempt of Congress, however, the Court focused on Congress’s need to connect the investigative power to a specific subject of potential legislative action:

But, broad as is this power of inquiry, it is not unlimited. There is no general authority to expose the private affairs of individuals without justification in terms of the functions of the Congress . . . . Nor is the Congress a law enforcement or trial agency. These are functions of the executive and judicial departments of government. No inquiry is an end in itself; it must be related to, and in furtherance of, a legitimate task of the Congress. Investigations conducted solely for the personal aggrandizement of the investigators or to “punish” those investigated are indefensible.\(^{56}\)

The Court explained that Congress’s investigative authority must also yield to the demands of the Bill of Rights and that the need to establish a nexus between a congressional investigation and a specific subject of proposed legislation was particularly strong when an investigation might compromise those rights.\(^{57}\)

[T]he mere semblance of legislative purpose would not justify an inquiry in the face of the Bill of Rights. The critical element is the existence of, and weight to be ascribed to, the interest of the Congress in demanding disclosures from an unwilling witness. We cannot simply assume, however, that every congressional investigation is justified by a public need that overbalances any private rights affected. To do so would be to abdicate the responsibility placed by the Constitution upon the judiciary to insure that the Congress does not unjustifiably encroach upon an individual’s right to privacy nor abridge his liberty of speech, press, religion or assembly.\(^{58}\)

Congress has at its disposal a number of means to enforce compliance with its subpoenas for testimony and documents. First, each House of Congress has inherent power to cite a disobedient witness for contempt of Congress and to direct the Sergeant-at-Arms to arrest the individual and imprison him until the individual agrees to comply with the congressional subpoena. Second, the criminal contempt of Congress statute permits the Houses of Congress to cite an individual
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for contempt of Congress and refer the citation to the U.S. Attorney for prosecution for criminal contempt of Congress and possible imprisonment in a federal prison. Finally, Congress has authority to seek civil enforcement of a subpoena and obtain a court order directing an individual to testify or produce documents in compliance with a congressional subpoena.

1. Congress’s Inherent Contempt Power

From the very first decade of the Constitution, Congress took the position that it had the right to imprison individuals in order to enforce certain constitutional prerogatives. Congress used this inherent contempt power to enforce its subpoenas for testimony and documents and imprisoned contumacious witnesses until they complied with the subpoena. The first use of Congress’s inherent contempt power against a defaulting witness took place in 1800 when a newspaper editor, William Duane, was ordered by Senate resolution to appear before the Senate and “make any proper defense for his conduct in publishing the aforesaid false, defamatory, scandalous, and malicious assertions and pretended information.” After initially appearing before the Senate, Duane refused to return on the ground that he would not receive a fair trial and was subsequently found to be in contempt of Congress and arrested and held in Senate custody for several weeks. Between 1795 and 1857, Congress initiated fourteen inherent contempt actions, and in eight of those cases the contumacious witness agreed to testify or produce documents after being arrested by the Sergeant-at-Arms.

Congress’s inherent contempt power extends to the imposition of what is essentially a civil contempt sanction on those who fail to comply with congressional subpoenas. Under this procedure, a committee may adopt a resolution to request the presiding officer of the chamber to issue an arrest warrant to be executed by the Sergeant-at-Arms, who will bring the witness before the bar of the House.

60 Id. at 1055–56.
If the full chamber adopts a resolution ordering confinement of the witness, the witness may be confined in a congressional cell pending compliance with the subpoena.64 Because this power is a form of civil contempt, the witness must be released once he complies with the subpoena.65 The witness has a right to at least some form of hearing before the legislature before contempt sanctions are imposed,66 and he may assert any defenses to the subpoena, including privilege and a lack of congressional authority, either before the committee or the full chamber, or in a habeas corpus proceeding in court.67 Neither House has utilized this inherent contempt power since 1932.68

Four important Supreme Court decisions defined the extent of Congress’s inherent contempt power. The Supreme Court first recognized Congress’s inherent contempt power in the 1821 case of Anderson v. Dunn,69 which involved an action for trespassing against the House Sergeant-at-Arms for assault and battery and false imprisonment brought by a contumacious witness.70 The Supreme Court sustained the dismissal of the case against the Sergeant-at-Arms on the ground that the House had inherent authority to punish contempt in order to protect its ability to carry out its constitutional responsibilities.71 A contrary conclusion, the Court stated, leads to the total annihilation of the power of the House of Representatives to guard itself from contempts, and leaves it exposed to every indignity and interruption that rudeness, caprice, or even conspiracy, may mediate against it. This result is fraught with too much absurdity not to bring into doubt the soundness of any argument from which it is derived. That a deliberate assembly, clothed with the majesty of the people, and

64 See CONGRESSIONAL QUARTERLY’S GUIDE TO CONGRESS 163 (3d ed. 1982) [hereinafter CONGRESSIONAL QUARTERLY GUIDE].
65 See Marshall, 243 U.S. at 544 (“Thus we have been able to discover no single instance where in the exertion of the power to compel testimony restraint was ever made to extend beyond the time when the witness should signify his willingness to testify . . . .”).
66 See Groppi v. Leslie, 404 U.S. 496, 507 (1972) (holding that the Wisconsin Assembly violated a contemnor’s due process rights when it denied him notice or chance to respond).
67 See BECK, supra note 63, at 6–9 (describing the procedure for prosecuting an individual for contempt); GOLDFARB, supra note 63, at 62–64 (discussing the nature of contempt proceedings).
68 See CONGRESSIONAL QUARTERLY GUIDE, supra note 64, at 163.
69 19 U.S. (6 Wheat) 204 (1821); see also GOLDFARB, supra note 63, at 30–33 (examining the Anderson case to “illustrate the political misgivings toward application of the English contempt rule to Congress”); Allen B. Moreland, Congressional Investigations and Private Persons, 40 S. CAL. L. REV. 189, 194–97 (1967) (suggesting that the importance of Anderson was that the Supreme Court “tended to regard the Houses of Congress in the adjudication of contempts as performing a function analogous to that of a court”).
70 Anderson, 19 U.S. (6 Wheat) at 204–08.
71 Id. at 204, 225–27.
charged with the care of all that is dear to them, composed of the most
distinguished citizens, selected and drawn together from every corner of
a great nation, whose deliberations are required by public opinion to be
conducted under the eye of the public, and whose decisions must be
clothed with all that sanctity which unlimited confidence in their wisdom
and purity can inspire, that such an assembly should not possess the
power to suppress rudeness, or repel insult, is a supposition too wild to
be suggested.

The Court was not particularly careful in its constitutional analysis
and it cited no constitutional history, case law, or any other prece-
dents to support the conclusion that Congress should have such an
inherent contempt power. The Court was unconcerned about the
potential for congressional abuse of the contempt power and ad-
dressed those concerns by stating only “that respectful deport-
ment . . . will render all apprehension chimerical.” The Court li-
imited the contempt power to “the least possible power adequate to
the end proposed.” Moreover, punishment for contempt must be
limited to the life of the legislative body which “ceases to exist on the
moment of its adjournment or periodical dissolution. It follows, that
imprisonment must terminate with that adjournment.”

This power corresponds in many respects to the civil contempt power of a grand
jury.

Thereafter, in Kilbourn v. Thompson, the Court held that Con-
gress’s contempt power was reviewable by the courts, and that, be-
cause of the “popular origin” and political nature of Congress, the
judiciary should “most careful[ly] scrutin[ize]” this assertion of au-
thority. Next, the Supreme Court further explained the precise na-
ture of Congress’s inherent contempt power in In re Chapman, where
it rejected a challenge to a contempt of Congress conviction on the
ground that the prosecution—first under a criminal statute and then
punishment pursuant to Congress’s inherent contempt power—
created double jeopardy for the same offense and violation of the

72 Id. at 228–29.
73 Id. at 235.
74 Id. at 231 (emphasis omitted) (internal quotation marks omitted).
75 Id.
77 103 U.S. 168 (1880). For the factual setting from which this case arose, see supra notes 27–37 and accompanying text. The Court concluded that the contempt citation was invalid because the investigation to which it related exceeded the permissible scope of congressional inquiry. Kilbourn, 103 U.S. at 190–92.
78 Id. at 192.
79 166 U.S. 661 (1897).
Fifth Amendment of the Constitution. The Court ruled “the contumacious witness is not subjected to jeopardy twice for the same offence, since the same act may be an offence against one jurisdiction and also an offence against another.” So, because Congress’s inherent contempt of Congress authority is essentially the equivalent of civil contempt, it does not violate the double jeopardy clause to utilize that power and later prosecute the contumacious witness for criminal contempt of Congress.

In 1917, the Court imposed additional constraints on Congress’s inherent contempt power in the case of Marshall v. Gordon. In Marshall, the U.S. District Attorney for New York was arrested by the House Sergeant-at-Arms after the House found him in contempt of Congress because of a “defamatory and insulting letter” that he had written concerning the chairman of the House Judiciary Committee on a petition for habeas corpus. The Court ordered the petitioner released. The Court emphasized that Congress did not possess the broad quasi-judicial powers of the House of Commons:

[T]he possession by Congress of the commingled legislative-judicial authority as to contempts which was exerted in the House of Commons would be absolutely destructive of the distinction between legislative, executive and judicial authority which is interwoven in the very fabric of the Constitution and would disregard express limitations therein, it must follow that there is no ground whatever for assuming that any implication as to such a power may be deduced from any grant of authority made to Congress by the Constitution.

2. The Criminal Contempt of Congress Statute

The criminal contempt statute was enacted in 1857 after a congressional investigation of a newspaper reporter, who refused to answer questions posed by a congressional investigating committee. Because committee members believed the inherent contempt process too cumbersome to effectively compel a witness to testify, they introduced a bill that eventually became the contempt of Congress statute
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authorizing criminal prosecution of a person cited by either House for contempt of Congress.\textsuperscript{88} The contempt statute allows either House to refer a contempt citation to the United States attorney for presentation to a grand jury.\textsuperscript{89} In the ensuing prosecution, the witness may present any defenses to the subpoena, including applicable privileges, but if the judge rejects the defenses, the defendant will be convicted of the misdemeanor offense for which the maximum penalty is one year in jail and a fine of not more than $1000.\textsuperscript{90}

There are a number of differences between Congress’s inherent contempt power and a citation for contempt under the criminal contempt of Congress statute. First, a witness may immediately challenge Congress’s use of the inherent contempt power by a petition for habeas corpus,\textsuperscript{91} and, if the challenge is rejected, the witness may avoid

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{88} \textit{Id.}
\item \textsuperscript{89} \textit{See 2 U.S.C. §§ 192, 194 (2006), which state in relevant part as follows:}
\begin{quote}
Every person who having been summoned as a witness by the authority of either House of Congress to give testimony to give or to produce papers upon any matter under inquiry before either House . . . or any committee of either House of Congress, willfully makes default, or who, having appeared, refuses to answer any question pertinent to the question under inquiry, shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, punishable by a fine of not more than $1,000 nor less than $100 and imprisonment in a common jail for not less than one month nor more than twelve months.
\end{quote}
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
any penalty by offering testimony or producing the documents.\textsuperscript{92} Criminal contempt, however, may not be purged by agreeing to testify or produce documents; once a witness refuses to respond to a lawful subpoena, the witness has committed a crime and is subject to criminal sanctions.\textsuperscript{93} This difference is especially important in the context of congressional investigations because witnesses may not bring a judicial challenge to a subpoena prior to enforcement in the contempt process.\textsuperscript{94} As a result, to challenge a congressional subpoena, a witness must place himself at risk of criminal contempt charges that may not be purged by subsequent compliance with a subpoena.

3. Enforcement of a Congressional Subpoena Through a Civil Judicial Proceeding

In 1978, Congress enacted a statute that gave the Senate, but not the House, the authority to file a civil action to enforce a subpoena for documents or testimony.\textsuperscript{95} Typically, the Senate Legal Counsel brings the lawsuit on behalf of the Senate or a committee or subcommittee.\textsuperscript{96} The statute authorizes a federal district court to order

\textsuperscript{92} See Marshall, 243 U.S. at 544 (finding "no single instance where in the exertion of the power to compel testimony restraint was ever made to extend beyond the time when the witness should signify his willingness to testify").

\textsuperscript{93} See, e.g., United States v. Bresster, 154 F. Supp. 126, 136 (D.D.C. 1957) ("[W]hile purgation by compliance relieves from a 'civil' contempt, it is no longer a defense to a 'criminal' contempt charge."); rev'd on other grounds, 255 F.2d 899 (D.C. Cir. 1958) (holding that the subject matter investigated by the committee's jurisdiction); see also United States v. Costello, 198 F.2d 200, 204 (2d Cir. 1952) ("Certainly the refusal to testify was an act in contempt of the Committee for which the defendant was subject to the punishment prescribed by the statute.").

\textsuperscript{94} See, e.g., Sanders v. McClellan, 463 F.2d 894, 902-03 (D.C. Cir. 1972) (considering the right of Congress to make inquiries of the plaintiff as greater than the potential chill effect of the subpoena, thus not warranting injunctive relief); Ansara v. Eastland, 442 F.2d 731, 733-54 (D.C. Cir. 1971) (denying plaintiff's claim for emergency injunctive relief, in which he sought to have subpoenas voided).


\textsuperscript{96} ROSENBERG & TATELMAN, supra note 61, at 34 n.206 ("A resolution directing the Senate Legal Counsel to bring an action to enforce a committee or subcommittee subpoena must be reported by a majority of the members voting, a majority being present, of the full committee. The report filed by the committee must contain a statement of (a) the procedure employed in issuing the subpoena; (b) any privileges or objections raised by the recipient of the subpoena; (c) the extent to which the party has already complied with the subpoena; and (d) the comparative effectiveness of the criminal and civil statutory contempt procedures and a trial at the bar of the Senate.").
compliance with the Senate subpoena, and, if an individual fails to comply with the court order, the court may find the individual in contempt of court, with both civil and criminal sanctions that are typically available for contempt of court. Since the enactment of the statutory provision, the Senate has sought civil enforcement of a subpoena for documents or testimony at least six times. The judicial enforcement mechanism has the benefit of allowing a court to resolve any legal issues concerning Congress’s power to obtain testimony and documents, including a witness’s argument based on the privilege against self-incrimination, lack of compliance with congressional procedures, or an inability to comply with the subpoena. The statute contains an express provision stating that it does not authorize civil enforcement of a subpoena directed to an officer or employee of the Federal Government acting within his official capacity, but the Senate report on the provision also disclaimed any intent to restrict such an action if authorized by other sources of authority.

The Senate report states:

This jurisdictional statute applies to a subpoena [sic] directed to any natural person or entity acting under color of state or local authority. By the specific terms of the jurisdictional statute, it does not apply to a subpoena directed to an officer or employee of the Federal Government acting within his official capacity. In the last Congress there was pending in the Committee on Government Operations legislation directly addressing the problems associated with obtaining information from the Executive Branch. This exception in the statute is not intended to be a Congressional finding that the federal courts do not now have the authority to hear a civil action to enforce a subpoena against an officer or an employee of the Federal Government. However, if the federal courts do not now have this authority, this statute does not confer it.

Even without the authority conferred by the Senate statute, both Houses can pursue civil enforcement of a subpoena when authorized by congressional resolution. For example, the House has passed

---

98 ROSENBERG & TATELMAN, supra 61, at 36.
100 28 U.S.C. § 1365(a).
102 Indeed, the Senate has a standing order, which was adopted in 1928, that authorizes a committee to seek a court order to enforce its subpoenas. The resolution states:

Resolved, That hereafter any committee of the Senate is hereby authorized to bring suit on behalf of and in the name of the United States in any court of competent jurisdiction if the committee is of the opinion that the suit is necessary to the adequate performance of the powers vested in it or the duties imposed upon it by the Constitution, resolution of the Senate, or other law. Such suit may be brought and prosecuted to final determination irrespective of whether or not the
resolutions granting at least five special or select committees subpoena authority and the ability to seek judicial enforcement of the subpoenas.\textsuperscript{103} These inquiries include the October surprise (Iranian hostage) investigation,\textsuperscript{104} the White House travel office inquiry,\textsuperscript{105} the House campaign finance investigation,\textsuperscript{106} the Select Committee on National Security Concerns inquiry into arms sales to China,\textsuperscript{107} and the Teamsters election investigation.\textsuperscript{108} In any action brought pursuant to this authority, a federal court should have jurisdiction under the general federal question statute.\textsuperscript{109} Although a Nixon-era case rejected jurisdiction under 28 U.S.C. § 1331, the ground for its decision was the failure of the lawsuit to meet the jurisdictional amount requirement then contained in the federal question statute.\textsuperscript{110}

The deletion of the amount-in-controversy requirement from the federal question statute should have eliminated any bar to federal question jurisdiction over congressional suits to enforce subpoenas.\textsuperscript{111} This conclusion is confirmed by the recent suit brought by the House of Representatives to enforce its subpoenas against Joshua Bolten and Harriet Miers, in which jurisdiction rested upon a resolution adopted by the House of Representatives, and federal subject matter jurisdiction was authorized by the general federal question statute.\textsuperscript{112}

Senate is in session at the time the suit is brought or thereafter. The committee may be represented in the suit either by such attorneys as it may designate or by such officers of the Department of Justice as the Attorney General may designate upon the request of the committee. No expenditures shall be made in connection with any such suit in excess of the amount of funds available to the said committee. As used in this resolution, the term "committee" means any standing or special committee of the Senate, or any duly authorized subcommittee thereof, or the Senate members of any joint committee.

STANDING ORDERS OF THE SENATE 161 (2008). The Committee Research Service has opined that this “Standing Order appears to have never been invoked and, therefore, its validity remains an open question.” ROSENBERG & TATELMAN, supra note 61, at 35 n.212.

\textsuperscript{103} ROSENBERG & TATELMAN, supra note 61, at 38.

\textsuperscript{104} See H.R. Res. 258, 102d Cong. (1992).

\textsuperscript{105} See H.R. Res. 369, 104th Cong. (1996).


\textsuperscript{109} 28 U.S.C. § 1331 (2006); ROSENBERG & TATELMAN, supra note 61, at 42.


\textsuperscript{111} See Todd D. Peterson, Prosecuting Executive Branch Officials for Contempt of Congress, 66 N.Y.U. L. REV. 563, 620 n.323 (1991) (noting that the amount-in-controversy requirement, which “effectively barred Congress’s enforcement of its Watergate subpoenas,” is no longer there).

\textsuperscript{112} See Comm. on the Judiciary v. Miers, 558 F. Supp. 2d 53, 64–65 (D.D.C. 2008) (holding that “the monetary threshold . . . no longer exists and there is no other impediment to invoking § 1331 subject matter jurisdiction here”).
remain significant questions, however, whether a federal court should entertain a congressional lawsuit to enforce a subpoena against an executive official who has asserted the President’s claim of executive privilege or dismiss the lawsuit on the ground that resolution of the dispute is better left to the political process.\footnote{See discussion infra Parts IV–V.}

\textbf{B. The President’s Right to Claim Executive Privilege}


In \textit{Nixon}, the Court enforced a subpoena issued by the Watergate special prosecutor, Leon Jaworski, for tapes of conversations between President Nixon and his advisors in the Oval Office, but, in so doing, the Court stated that the President’s claim of privilege warrants an initial presumption of validity and that a privilege to preserve the confidentiality of executive branch documents is

\footnote{418 U.S. 683 (1974).}
“fundamental to the operation of Government and inextricably rooted in the separation of powers under the Constitution.” The documents subject to such a presidential claim of privilege relate to several different categories of executive branch information.

First, the courts have been most deferential to the President’s need to maintain the confidentiality of documents related to state secrets and national security. The Nixon Court acknowledged in dictum the “need to protect military, diplomatic, or sensitive national security secrets.” The Court described the scope and history of the protection afforded this class of documents as follows:

As to these areas of Article II duties the courts have traditionally shown the utmost deference to presidential responsibilities. In C. & S. Air Lines v. Waterman S.S. Corp., . . . dealing with Presidential authority involving foreign policy considerations, the Court said:

“The President, both as Commander-in-Chief and as the Nation’s organ for foreign affairs, has available intelligence services whose reports are not and ought not to be published to the world. It would be intolerable that courts, without the relevant information, should review and perhaps nullify actions of the Executive taken on information properly held secret.”

In United States v. Reynolds, dealing with a claimant’s demand for evidence in a Tort Claims Act case against the Government, the Court said:

“It may be possible to satisfy the court, from all the circumstances of the case, that there is a reasonable danger that compulsion of the evidence will expose military matters which, in the interest of national security, should not be divulged. When this is the case, the occasion for the privilege is appropriate, and the court should not jeopardize the security which the privilege is meant to protect by insisting upon an examination of the evidence, even by the judge alone, in chambers.”

No case of the Court, however, has extended this high degree of deference to a President’s generalized interest in confidentiality. Nowhere in the Constitution, as we have noted earlier, is there any explicit reference to a privilege of confidentiality, yet to the extent this interest relates to the effective discharge of a President’s powers, it is constitutionally based.

Similarly, in another case, the Supreme Court commented that the President’s “authority to classify and control access to information bearing on national security . . . flows primarily from . . . [the Commander-in-Chief clause] and exists quite apart from any explicit congressional grant.”

116 Id. at 708.
117 Id. at 706.
118 Id. at 710–11 (citations omitted).
In *Nixon*, the Court also recognized the existence of a constitutionally based privilege over documents containing deliberative communications between the President and his advisors. The Court identified the basis for this privilege as

the valid need for protection of communications between high Government officials and those who advise and assist them in the performance of their manifold duties; the importance of this confidentiality is too plain to require further discussion. Human experience teaches that those who expect public dissemination of their remarks may well temper candor with a concern for appearances and for their own interests to the detriment of the decisionmaking process.\(^\text{120}\)

According to the Court in *Nixon*, the need to maintain confidentiality over certain kinds of documents dates back to the founding of the Republic:

There is nothing novel about governmental confidentiality. The meetings of the Constitutional Convention in 1787 were conducted in complete privacy. Moreover, all records of those meetings were sealed for more than 30 years after the Convention. Most of the Framers acknowledge that without secrecy no Constitution of the kind that was developed could have been written.\(^\text{121}\)

The Court then went on to explain that the right to preserve the confidentiality of executive branch documents was implied by the language and structure of the Constitution:

Whatever the nature of the privilege of confidentiality of Presidential communications in the exercise of Art[icle] II powers, the privilege can be said to derive from the supremacy of each branch within its own assigned area of constitutional duties. Certain powers and privileges flow from the nature of enumerated powers; the protection of the confidentiality of Presidential communications has similar constitutional underpinnings.\(^\text{122}\)

In a later case involving access to information from President Clinton’s Health Care Task Force, the D.C. Circuit elaborated on this rationale for confidentiality by explaining that the Framers vested the executive power in one person “for the very reason that he might maintain secrecy in the executive operations.”\(^\text{123}\) Secrecy enables a President to “deliberate in confidence,” and “to decide and to act quickly—a quality lacking in the government established by the Articles of Confederation.”\(^\text{124}\)

---

120 *Nixon*, 418 U.S. at 705.
121 *Id.* at 705 n.15 (citations omitted).
122 *Id.* at 705–06 (footnote omitted).
124 *Id.*
Additionally, although not discussed in Nixon, the executive branch has claimed the right to protect the confidentiality of open investigative files. Attorney General Robert H. Jackson set forth the most thorough explanation of the basis for this privilege in an opinion written in 1941. Jackson refused a request from the House Committee on Naval Affairs for FBI and DOJ papers regarding the latter’s investigations of “labor disturbances” among naval contractors. As grounds for his refusal to disclose the documents, Attorney General Jackson identified a number of policy rationales. First, he stated:

Disclosure of the reports could not do otherwise than seriously prejudice law enforcement. Counsel for a defendant or prospective defendant, could have no greater help than to know how much or how little information the Government has, and what witnesses or sources of information it can rely upon. This is exactly what these reports are intended to contain.

Second, Attorney General Jackson stated that disclosure of information from open investigative files could compromise confidential informants, embarrassing them “sometimes in their employment, sometimes in their social relations, and in extreme cases might even endanger their lives,” and that the DOJ “regard[ed] the keeping of faith with confidential informants as an indispensable condition of future efficiency.”

Finally, Attorney General Jackson maintained that the production of open criminal investigative files could damage the reputations of individuals discussed in the files:

Disclosure of information contained in the reports might also be the grossest kind of injustice to innocent individuals. Investigative reports include leads and suspicions, and sometimes even the statements of malicious or misinformed people. Even though later and more complete reports exonerate the individuals, the use of particular or selected reports might constitute the grossest injustice, and we all know that a correction never catches up with an accusation.

A later memorandum from the department’s Office of Legal Counsel (“OLC”) identified an additional reason for withholding information from open investigative files: the potential for congressional interference and influence over who should be prosecuted for

125 See FISHER, supra note 24; Peterson, supra note 111, at 1379–85.
127 Id.
128 Id. at 46.
129 Id. at 46–47.
130 Id. at 47.
violations of the criminal law. “[T]he executive cannot effectively investigate if Congress is, in a sense, a partner in the investigation. If a congressional committee is fully apprised of all details of an investigation as the investigation proceeds, there is a substantial danger that congressional pressures will influence the course of the investigation.”

The OLC reaffirmed this conclusion in a 1986 opinion for the Attorney General concerning congressional demands for information from investigations and pursuant to the Independent Counsel Act. Although acknowledging that Congress has a legitimate legislative interest in overseeing the Department’s enforcement of the Independent Counsel Act and relevant criminal statutes . . . [.,] Congress could not justify an investigation based on its disagreement with the prosecutorial decision regarding appointment of an independent counsel for a particular individual. Congress simply cannot constitutionally second-guess that decision.

As a result, “the policy of the Executive Branch throughout our Nation’s history has generally been to decline to provide committees of Congress with access to, or copies of, open law enforcement files except in extraordinary circumstances.”

The courts have not, with perhaps the one exception of military and diplomatic secrets, treated claims of executive privilege as absolute. The courts have recognized that the President’s interests in preserving the confidentiality of documents may conflict with the interests of the judicial branch in obtaining information necessary to a criminal or civil case or the interest of Congress in obtaining information necessary to a congressional investigation. In such cases, the courts have agreed to adjudicate disputes, and they have generally used a balancing test to determine which branch’s interest is more powerful in the particular case. For example, in Nixon, the Court acknowledged that, although the President’s need to freely explore alternatives in pre-decisional deliberations justified “a presumptive privilege for Presidential communications,” the privilege had to yield in

---

133 Id. at 74.
134 Id. at 76.
135 In United States v. Nixon, the Court indicated that information relating to “military or diplomatic secrets” might be absolutely privileged. 418 U.S. 683, 710–11 (1974).
that case to the “demonstrated, specific need for evidence in a pending criminal trial.”\textsuperscript{136}

The Supreme Court used a similar balancing approach in \textit{Nixon v. Administrator of General Services},\textsuperscript{137} in which the Court addressed a constitutional challenge to the statute that transferred authority over President Richard Nixon’s presidential records to the National Archives for review and possible disclosure to the public.\textsuperscript{138} President Nixon argued that executive privilege prevented Congress from mandating the disclosure of these records, while Congress argued that it had a valid legislative interest in providing for retention and possible disclosure of the documents.\textsuperscript{139} As a matter of separation of powers methodology, the Supreme Court determined that in deciding whether the statute

disrupts the proper balance between the coordinate branches, the proper inquiry focuses on the extent to which it prevents the Executive Branch from accomplishing its constitutionally assigned functions. Only where the potential for disruption is present must we then determine whether that impact is justified by an overriding need to promote objectives within the constitutional authority of Congress.\textsuperscript{140}

In later cases, the D.C. Circuit took up the balancing test utilized in \textit{Nixon} in order to resolve information disputes between the executive branch and the courts, and the executive branch and Congress. One example of the former involved an executive privilege claim in response to an independent counsel’s subpoena for documents in connection with the investigation of Secretary of Agriculture Michael Espy.\textsuperscript{141} In that case, the court evaluated the executive’s need for confidentiality by distinguishing between a general deliberative process privilege that applied throughout the executive branch and a narrower presidential communications privilege that applied to the President and his close advisors; the court required a more compelling

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{136} \textit{Id.} at 708, 713.
\item \textsuperscript{137} 433 U.S. 425 (1977).
\item \textsuperscript{138} \textit{Id.} at 429.
\item \textsuperscript{139} \textit{Id.} at 430–33.
\item \textsuperscript{140} \textit{Id.} at 443 (citation omitted). The Supreme Court has utilized a similar balancing approach in determining whether the President and his subordinates had immunity from civil lawsuits for damages. See \textit{Harlow v. Fitzgerald}, 457 U.S. 800, 806–19 (1982) (holding that White House advisors have qualified immunity from civil suits for damages in connection with the performance of their official duties); \textit{Nixon v. Fitzgerald}, 457 U.S. 731, 744–57 (1982) (holding that the President is absolutely immune from similar civil actions).
\item \textsuperscript{141} \textit{In re Sealed Case}, 121 F.3d 729 (D.C. Cir. 1997).
\end{itemize}
showing of need to overcome the latter privilege. The court ruled that the judicial branch could prevail over the confidentiality of presidential communications only if the party seeking documents could prove “first, that each discrete group of the subpoenaed materials likely contains important evidence; and second, that this evidence is not available with due diligence elsewhere.” The court added that “the factors of importance and unavailability are also used by courts in determining whether a sufficient showing of need has been demonstrated to overcome other qualified executive privileges, such as the deliberative process privilege or the law-enforcement investigatory privilege.”

The D.C. Circuit utilized a similar balancing approach in assessing an executive privilege claim in response to a subpoena from independent counsel Kenneth Starr in connection with the Monica Lewinsky investigation.

The courts have usually been reluctant to adjudicate information conflicts between the executive branch and Congress. In *Nixon*, the Court explicitly noted that it expressed no view on whether and when an executive privilege claim could prevail against a congressional subpoena. The lower courts have dealt with congressional-executive privilege disputes on only four occasions, and have reached the merits in only two of those cases. In *Senate Select Committee on Presidential Campaign Activities v. Nixon*, the D.C. Circuit entertained a lawsuit brought by the Senate committee investigating the Watergate break-in and related matters to enforce its subpoena to President Nixon for tape recordings of certain conversations between the President and the White House Counsel, John Dean. The district court had sided with the President after “weighing . . . the public interest protected by the President’s claim of privilege against the public interests that would be served by disclosure to the Committee in this particular instance.”

---

142 See id. at 736–40, 745–46 (finding that the presidential communications privilege is “more difficult to surmount,” since a party seeking to overcome it must “always provide a focused demonstration of need”).
143 Id. at 754.
144 Id. at 755.
146 See United States v. Nixon, 418 U.S. 683, 712 n.19 (1974) (stating that the Court was not “concerned with the balance between the President’s” confidentiality interest and congressional demands for information).
147 498 F.2d 725 (D.C. Cir. 1974).
148 Id. at 726.
149 Id. at 728 (internal quotation marks omitted).
The court of appeals recognized that each branch had a significant constitutional interest at stake in the litigation, and it used a balancing test similar to the one it had used to resolve the dispute between the special prosecutor and the President over access to recordings in the Oval Office.\(^\text{150}\) The court first addressed the issue of the proper methodology for resolving a particular dispute between the President and Congress over congressional access to confidential executive branch documents. The court stated:

So long as the presumption that the public interest favors confidentiality can be defeated only by a strong showing of need by another institution of Government—a showing that the responsibilities of the institution cannot responsibly be fulfilled without access to records of the President’s deliberations—we believed in Nixon v. Sirica, and continue to believe, that the effective functioning of the presidential office will not be impaired.\(^\text{151}\)

In applying this balancing approach, the court concluded that, because the House Judiciary Committee was already in possession of the tapes, the Senate committee’s “need for the subpoenaed tapes is, from a congressional perspective, merely cumulative.”\(^\text{152}\) Therefore, the court stated that:

The sufficiency of the Committee’s showing of need has come to depend, therefore, entirely on whether the subpoenaed materials are critical to the performance of its legislative functions. There is a clear difference between Congress’s legislative tasks and the responsibility of a grand jury, or any institution engaged in like functions. While fact-finding by a legislative committee is undeniably a part of its tasks, legislative judgments normally depend more on the predicted consequences of proposed legislative actions and their political acceptability, than on precise reconstruction of past events . . . .\(^\text{153}\)

In this particular case, the court ruled that, given the fact that the tapes were already in possession of the House committee, the Senate committee’s need for the tapes was less weighty than the President’s interest in preserving them from disclosure.

In United States v. AT&T Co.,\(^\text{155}\) the DOJ brought a lawsuit to enjoin AT&T from complying with a House subcommittee subpoena that demanded AT&T produce DOJ letters that requested the company’s...

\(^{150}\) Id. at 729–31; see also Nixon v. Sirica, 487 F.2d 700, 716–18 (D.C. Cir. 1973) (asserting that application of executive privilege depends on the “weighing of the public interest protected by the privilege against the public interests that would be served by disclosure in that particular case”).

\(^{151}\) Senate Select Comm., 498 F.2d at 730.

\(^{152}\) Id. at 732.

\(^{153}\) Id.

\(^{154}\) Id. at 732–33.

\(^{155}\) 567 F.2d 121 (D.C. Cir. 1977).
assistance in implementing certain national security wiretaps.\textsuperscript{156} After the subcommittee first issued its subpoenas, the DOJ had objected to the investigative demand, and it began to negotiate a compromise that would allow the subcommittee to obtain necessary information without compromising national security.\textsuperscript{157} The DOJ brought the lawsuit after negotiations with the subcommittee collapsed, and the subcommittee chairman intervened as a defendant in the case.\textsuperscript{158} The D.C. Circuit initially declined to resolve the dispute and requested the parties return to the negotiating table.\textsuperscript{159} After the negotiations between the DOJ and the subcommittee again collapsed, the court, while not definitively rejecting the possibility that it would resolve the dispute itself, once again directed the parties to return to the negotiating table because a negotiated settlement was preferable to a judicially imposed decision:

Given our perception that it was a deliberate feature of the constitutional scheme to leave the allocation of powers unclear in certain situations, the resolution of conflict between the coordinate branches in these situations must be regarded as an opportunity for a constructive \textit{modus vivendi}, which positively promotes the functioning of our system. The Constitution contemplates such accommodation. Negotiation between the two branches should thus be viewed as a dynamic process affirmatively furthering the constitutional scheme.\textsuperscript{160}

The court suggested a framework for a possible settlement of the dispute and directed the parties to consider a compromise based upon this framework.\textsuperscript{161} Ultimately the parties worked out a compromise and jointly requested the court to dismiss the lawsuit.\textsuperscript{162}

In 1983, the D.C. District Court dismissed a lawsuit brought by the DOJ to challenge a contempt of Congress citation issued to EPA Administrator Anne Gorsuch.\textsuperscript{163} The EPA Administrator had refused to comply with a House subcommittee subpoena for documents in connection with the subcommittee’s investigation of the EPA’s enforcement of the Superfund statute.\textsuperscript{164} As discussed in greater detail be-

\textsuperscript{156} Id. at 122–23.
\textsuperscript{157} Id. at 123–24.
\textsuperscript{158} Id. at 124.
\textsuperscript{159} Id.; see also United States v. AT&T Co., 551 F.2d 384, 395 n.18 (D.C. Cir. 1976) (describing a possible settlement agreement among the parties).
\textsuperscript{160} \textit{AT&T Co.}, 567 F.2d at 130 (footnote omitted).
\textsuperscript{161} Id. at 131–33.
\textsuperscript{162} See \textsc{Rozell, Executive Privilege: The Dilemma of Secrecy and Democratic Accountability}, supra note 114, at 95–96.
\textsuperscript{164} Id. at 151.
low, this case involved the first contempt of Congress citation issued to an official who had asserted the President’s claim of executive privilege. Notwithstanding the unique nature of the constitutional confrontation between the branches, the district court followed earlier D.C. Circuit opinions refusing to adjudicate pre-enforcement challenges to congressional subpoenas on the ground of equitable discretion, and it declined to resolve the case on the merits. Instead, the court stated: “The difficulties apparent in prosecuting Administrator Gorsuch for contempt of Congress should encourage the two branches to settle their differences without further judicial involvement.”

In summary, then, the case law on judicial resolution of disputes over other branches’ access to confidential executive branch information has established a number of important principles. First, with respect to judicial access to such confidential information, the Supreme Court has recognized a presumptive privilege for documents reflecting a deliberative process in the White House. More significantly, the Court created a methodological approach for resolving the competing claims between the executive and judicial branches. The courts must weigh the potential impact on the ability of the executive branch to perform its constitutional functions if documents are disclosed against the impact on the ability of the judiciary to perform its functions if the documents are withheld. The courts have shown little reluctance to decide these questions in appropriate cases where disputes arise over access to confidential executive branch documents for use in judicial proceedings. In implementing the balancing test, the courts have performed a contextually specific analysis of the particular documents requested and have ordered disclosure where there was a demonstrable need for the documents in a judicial proceeding that could not be met through some alternative methods.

Although the Supreme Court has not expressly addressed disputes between the executive branch and Congress, the D.C. Circuit has played a pivotal role in defining the rights of the respective parties and the preferable method for resolving such disputes. First, this court has recognized that the President has a right to assert executive

165 See infra discussion accompanying notes 347–51.
166 See Peterson, supra note 111, at 571–74 (discussing the Gorsuch controversy and its resolution).
167 See House of Representatives, 556 F. Supp. at 152 (citing, inter alia, Sanders v. McClellan, 463 F.2d 894, 899 (D.C. Cir. 1972), and Ansara v. Eastland, 442 F.2d 751, 754 (D.C. Cir. 1971)).
privilege in response to a congressional request for documents or testimony and has rejected claims that Congress has a unilateral right to obtain any documents that it believes are necessary to the performance of its legislative functions. Second, the D.C. Circuit has utilized a methodology similar to the resolution of the judicial-executive disputes over access to information, in which the court balances the need of the executive branch to maintain the confidentiality of documents against the need of Congress to obtain the information. Third, the court has been reluctant to intervene in such disputes to strike the balance itself and has instead left the resolution of such disputes to the political process. As explained in more detail below, the process of negotiation and accommodation that typically occurs when Congress demands access to confidential executive branch information does a far better job of balancing the interests of the respective branches than could a court in the context of a judicial proceeding.

C. How the Negotiation-Accommodation Process Resolves Congressional Demands for Confidential Executive Branch Information

Congress routinely obtains massive amounts of information from the executive branch on a daily basis. Most of these exchanges occur without controversy based upon either a statutory command for the production of information or in response to informal requests from congressional staffers for information from a particular executive branch agency. In the latter case, when congressional staffers informally request information from an agency, the agency has a strong incentive to respond positively in a way that satisfies the staffers’ request. Because the request typically comes from a committee that has either budget or oversight responsibility for the agency, it is in the agency’s interest not to alienate the congressional staff with whom they work on a regular basis.169 Only if the agency officials responsible for producing the information believe that disclosure would seriously harm the ability of the agency to perform its job (such as by disclosing information revealing the pre-decisional deliberative process or information from open investigative files) will the agency decline to produce the requested information from Congress.170

If the congressional staffers find their request denied by the executive branch agency, their recourse is to raise the matter with the
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169 See Peterson, supra note 111, at 626–27 (describing the process by which congressional requests of documents from the executive branch proceed).
170 Id. at 627.
member of Congress for whom they work and have the member write directly to the agency requesting disclosure of the withheld information. At this point, Congress’s interest in the information must be sufficiently great to warrant the intervention of a member and the expenditure of his or her time to obtain the documents. Once the request returns to the agency, the agency has an even greater incentive to comply with the request, since it typically has even more of an incentive not to antagonize a member of Congress than it has with respect to the staff. Therefore, the agency is unlikely to refuse the request unless there are particularly strong reasons for doing so. At that point, if the request remains unfulfilled, the member of Congress must raise the issue with the chair of the committee with investigative or oversight responsibility over the executive branch agency. Once again, unless Congress’s interest is particularly compelling, it will not be worth the time and effort to pursue the information from the executive branch agency. If, however, the committee chair does pursue the matter further, the agency will refuse the request only in rare instances because, once again, it will be particularly reluctant to antagonize the chair of the committee with oversight responsibility for the agency. At this point it is likely that the matter will be discussed at the highest levels of the agency in order to determine whether the adverse impact on the agency is so significant that the agency officials are willing to provoke the ire of the committee chair.

If the congressional request remains unsatisfied, the committee’s next recourse is to obtain a subpoena for production of the documents. The authority to issue a subpoena was once delegated from the full House to its committees very sparingly because the “power appears long to have been deemed too serious a matter for general delegation.”

Typically, Congress delegated the authority to issue subpoenas only to specific investigations. In the case of the congressional investigation of the Teapot Dome Scandal, for example, subpoena authority required the passage of multiple resolutions by the full Senate in order to authorize the continuation of the investigation. In 1946, however, the Senate granted all of its standing committees the authority to issue subpoenas. The House did not
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171 EBERLING, supra note 23, at 34.
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take an analogous action until 1975, but the House then quickly authorized subcommittees as well as full committees to issue subpoenas, and then authorized committee chairs to issue subpoenas on their own authority. As one commentator has noted, the delegation of subpoena authority has greatly reduced the burden on committees seeking the issuance of a subpoena to the executive branch by eliminating the need to persuade the full House of the need for an investigation which “directly affects the political costs inherent in going forward in a number of ways—all to the benefit of the Congress and to the detriment of the President.” Because the mechanism for issuing subpoenas to the executive branch is already in place, “the decisions to confront the Executive over particular matters is done in the relative shadow of committee meetings—if not by the committee chair acting alone.”

This process of legislative-executive interaction entails the same kind of balancing of needs and interests the courts have described as the appropriate way to resolve information disputes. As the information dispute escalates, each branch must determine whether its interests are sufficiently strong to take the dispute to the next level. This process naturally filters out the vast majority of disputes between the branches and accommodates the needs and interests of each. Only when a subpoena is finally issued to the executive branch agency does the dispute engender a more ritualized and formal process.

The procedures for responding to congressional subpoenas have been governed by various presidential orders since President Nixon issued the first directive on the subject of executive privilege in 1969. President Reagan issued a revised version of this memorandum in 1982, and this memorandum remains the principal directive to executive branch agencies concerning responses to congressional subpoenas, is authorized . . . to require by subpoena or otherwise the attendance of such witnesses and the production of such correspondence, books, papers, and documents . . . .”
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subpoenas. The Reagan memorandum first discusses the occasional need to withhold documents in order to protect “the confidentiality of national security secrets, deliberative communications that form part of the decision-making process, or other information important to the discharge of the Executive Branch’s constitutional responsibilities.” According to the memorandum, “[l]egitimate and appropriate claims of privilege should not thoughtlessly be waived,” but it states that “good faith negotiations between Congress and the Executive Branch have minimized the need for invoking executive privilege, and this tradition of accommodation should continue as the primary means of resolving conflicts between the Branches.”

The Reagan memorandum also sets forth a detailed set of procedures for the assertion of executive privilege in response to a congressional subpoena. First, it directs agencies to comply with congressional requests for information “as promptly and as fully as possible” unless executive officials conclude that the documents may be subject to a valid claim of executive privilege. The memorandum requires that if the head of an agency or department concludes that disclosure raises a substantial issue of executive privilege, he must notify and consult with the Assistant Attorney General in charge of the OLC and the Counsel to the President. The department head, the Attorney General, and the Counsel to the President must consult with one another and determine whether the subpoenaed documents should be released or whether it is possible to reach a compromise agreement with Congress in response to the subpoena. If, however, the executive officials determine that they should withhold the documents under a claim of executive privilege, they must present the issue to the President for a final decision on whether to invoke the privilege. The memorandum expressly states that “[t]o ensure that every reasonable accommodation is made to the needs of Congress, the executive privilege shall not be invoked without specific Presidential authorization.”
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The Reagan memorandum thus allows for the assertion of executive privilege and the withholding of documents in response to a congressional subpoena, but it makes the assertion of the privilege difficult indeed. It requires consultation at the highest levels of the executive branch and repeated efforts at compromise with Congress. By requiring that the President himself assert the claim of privilege, it forces the President to be accountable for the decision to withhold documents from Congress and pay the political cost for such a decision. As a result, the privilege is not invoked lightly and it remains a rather rare occurrence.

During the Clinton Administration, White House Counsel Lloyd N. Cutler issued a memorandum to the heads of agencies supplementing the earlier Reagan memorandum on executive privilege. The Cutler memorandum continues to describe the need to "protect[] the confidentiality of deliberations within the White House, including its policy councils, as well as communications between the White House and executive departments and agencies." It counsels, however, that "[i]n circumstances involving communications relating to investigations of personal wrongdoing by government officials, it is our practice not to assert executive privilege, either, in judicial proceedings or in congressional investigations and hearings." The Cutler memorandum also instructs agencies to treat all White House documents in their possession as presumptively privileged and directs that "Executive Privilege belongs to the President, not individual departments or agencies." Cutler’s successor as White House Counsel, Abner J. Mikva, supplemented the Cutler memorandum by clarifying that the earlier memorandum was intended to govern a subset of executive privilege claims in which agencies or departments possessed documents concerning intra-White House decisions or communications between the White House and the department or agency.
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If a President asserts a claim of executive privilege, then a number of important consequences follow. These consequences flow from an OLC opinion issued in 1984 after the controversy over the contempt of Congress citation issued to EPA Administrator Gorsuch.\textsuperscript{194} This opinion (now commonly known as the “Olson Memorandum”) reached two important conclusions. First, Congress could not constitutionally direct the U.S. Attorney to proceed with a prosecution for contempt of Congress or even to refer the matter to a grand jury. The U.S. Attorney, and by implication, the Attorney General who supervises the U.S. Attorney, must retain discretion to decide whether or not to proceed with a criminal prosecution.\textsuperscript{195} Second, the Olson Memorandum concluded that allowing the prosecution of an executive branch official who asserted the President’s claim of executive privilege would inhibit the President’s ability to claim privilege in appropriate cases, and that such prosecutions were constitutionally impermissible.\textsuperscript{196}

Building upon the Olson Memorandum, a later OLC opinion (now commonly known as the “Cooper Memorandum”)\textsuperscript{197} concluded that the President’s formal assertion of executive privilege immunized an executive branch official from prosecution for contempt of Congress and concluded that U.S. Attorneys should never prosecute for contempt of Congress an executive branch official who asserts the President’s claim of executive privilege.\textsuperscript{198} Thus, if the President has the political will to assert a formal claim of executive privilege, Congress effectively loses the enforcement sanction of the criminal contempt of Congress statute as a method for inducing compliance with a congressional subpoena. At that point, Congress is left with the option of using its own inherent contempt power, which the executive branch will inevitably resist,\textsuperscript{199} attempting to force disclosure of the documents by increasing the political pressure on the President, or filing a civil lawsuit in order to obtain judicial enforcement of the subpoena. Congress chose the latter course when it failed to obtain documents and testimony from Joshua Bolten and Harriet Miers.

The preceding Sections have established a number of points that are essential predicates to the following discussion. First, both Con-
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gress and the President have implied constitutional powers over government information that have been frequently asserted over the past 220 years and have been recognized by the Supreme Court. Second, neither of these powers is absolute. Each branch has recognized the constitutional authority of the other, and the Supreme Court has recognized that neither power is absolute or subject to the unilateral control of one branch over the other. Finally, when these powers conflict, the dispute over access to executive branch information is typically resolved by a process of negotiation and accommodation between the branches rather than through resolution in a judicial proceeding. In the next Section, we will see how the Bush Administration attempted to thwart this process through the assertion of absolute privilege and how the district court stepped in to reject claims of absolute authority and push the parties back to the bargaining table.

D. The Bolten and Miers Case

The Bolten/Miers executive privilege dispute arose in the context of a congressional investigation of President Bush’s decision to fire a number of U.S. Attorneys. In January 2006, D. Kyle Sampson, Chief of Staff for Attorney General Alberto Gonzales, recommended to White House Counsel Harriet Miers that the President proceed with a plan to fire a number of U.S. Attorneys based upon a list that Sampson had previously sent to the White House. Sampson argued that a “limited number of U.S. [A]ttorneys could be targeted for removal
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and replacement, mitigating the shock to the system that would result from an across the board firing. Sampson added a list of candidates for removal, which was followed a month later by an email from Monica Goodling, the Deputy Director of the Executive Office for U.S. Attorneys, which attached a spreadsheet listing every U.S. Attorney and including information on political activities and whether the U.S. Attorneys were members of the conservative Federalist Society. After further consultations among DOJ officials, including Attorney General Gonzales and Deputy Attorney General Paul J. McNulty, on December 7, 2006, DOJ officials informed seven U.S. Attorneys that they were being removed from their positions. As the district court ruling on the House’s action to enforce its subpoenas later noted, the circumstances surrounding these forced resignations aroused almost immediate suspicion. Few of the U.S. Attorneys, for instance, were given any explanation for the sudden request for their resignations. Many had no reason to suspect that their superiors were dissatisfied with their professional performance; to the contrary, most had received favorable performance reviews. Additional revelations further fueled speculation that improper criteria had motivated the dismissals.

By mid-January of 2007, Congress began to express concerns about the U.S. Attorney firings and the Bush Administration’s plan to replace the fired U.S. Attorneys with interim appointments that did not require Senate confirmation. In a January 18 Senate Judiciary Committee hearing, several Senators confronted the Attorney General on the U.S. Attorney firings. Gonzales acknowledged that the DOJ had requested the U.S. Attorneys’ resignations but said that the firings were the result of a performance evaluation, and he asserted, “I think I would never, ever make a change in United States Attorney
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position for political reasons or if it would in any way jeopardize an ongoing serious investigation. I just would not do it.”209

After the initial oversight hearing the Senate opened a new hearing specifically on the subject of the U.S. Attorney firings.210 At the hearing, Senator Charles Schumer warned, “If we do not get the documentary information that we seek, I will consider moving to subpoena that material, including performance evaluations and other documents.”211 DOJ officials, however, were evasive in their responses to Senate questioning,212 and Attorney General Gonzales’s later explanation that the firings were “related to policy, priorities and management”213 did nothing to quell the rising suspicions that the firings were politically motivated. The Attorney General’s Chief of Staff, Kyle Sampson, resigned on March 12, 2007, after admitting that the department had not entirely disclosed the extent of White House involvement in the firings.214 A week later President Bush admitted that the Administration’s explanation of the U.S. Attorney firings was “confusing and, in some cases, incomplete. Neither the Attorney General nor I approve of how these explanations were handled. We’re determined to correct the problem.”215 President Bush then proposed a compromise under which certain White House documents and emails would be disclosed, but he would not permit White House officials to testify concerning the matter.216 After DOJ officials gave conflicting accounts of the Attorney General’s involvement in the U.S. Attorney firings,217 the House Judiciary Committee served Gonzales with the first subpoena for documents relating to the removals.218
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On June 13, 2007, the House Judiciary Committee issued subpoenas to Harriet Miers ordering her to testify and produce certain documents and to White House Chief of Staff Joshua Bolten (ordering him to produce documents). Acting upon advice from the DOJ, the President asserted a claim of executive privilege in response to the subpoenas issued to the White House. Fred Fielding, Bush’s White House Counsel, responded to the subpoenas to Miers and Bolten by advising the chairs of the House and Senate committees that “the President has decided to exert Executive Privilege and therefore the White House will not be making any production in response to these subpoenas for documents.” In addition, Mr. Fielding stated that the President had directed Miers not to produce documents or to testify before the committee. Moreover, the White House refused to provide a privilege log identifying which documents were being withheld under a claim of executive privilege.

On July 25, 2007, the House Judiciary Committee voted to cite both Miers and Bolten for contempt of Congress. Committee Chairman John Conyers stated that the purpose of the contempt vote was “not only to gain an accurate picture of the facts surrounding the U.S. Attorneys controversy, but to protect our constitutional prerogatives as a co-equal branch of government.” In response, a Justice Department official asserted that, pursuant to the existing policy at the DOJ, the U.S. Attorney for the District of Columbia would be instructed not to refer any contempt citation to the grand jury. Over the next six months, the two sides continued to negotiate, Congress continued to issue subpoenas, and the White House continued to assert executive privilege.

Finally, on February 15, 2008, the full House voted to cite both Joshua Bolten and Harriet Miers for contempt of Congress. Attorney General Michael B. Mukasey, recently appointed to replace Gonzales who had resigned under fire for the U.S. Attorney scandal, stated that
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“he did not expect that he would act in contravention of longstanding department precedent” against referring contempt citations to a grand jury in cases of executive privilege. The Attorney General responded to the contempt citation by stating that “the Department has determined that noncompliance . . . with the Judiciary Committee subpoenas did not constitute a crime, and therefore the Department will not bring the congressional contempt citations before a grand jury or take any other actions to prosecute Mr. Bolten or Ms. Miers.”

After the DOJ declined to prosecute the contempt citations, the House Judiciary Committee filed a civil lawsuit against Miers and Bolten to obtain judicial enforcement of the subpoenas pursuant to Resolution 980, which authorized the chair of the committee to seek declaratory and injunctive relief “affirming the duty of any individual to comply with any subpoena.” Miers and Bolten “moved to dismiss the action in its entirety on the grounds that the Committee lack[ed] standing and a proper cause of action, that disputes of this kind are non-justiciable, and that the Court should exercise its discretion to decline jurisdiction.” In addition, on the merits of the action, Miers and Bolten argued that "sound principles of separation of powers and presidential autonomy dictate that the President’s closest advisors must be absolutely immune from compelled testimony before Congress, and that the Committee has no authority to demand a privilege log from the White House.” The Committee cross-moved for partial summary judgment. The court’s order denied the defendants’ motion and partially granted plaintiff’s motion by declaring:

Harriet Miers is not immune from compelled congressional process; she is legally required to testify pursuant to a duly issued congressional subpoena from plaintiff; and Ms. Miers may invoke executive privilege in response to specific questions as appropriate . . . .

In addition, the court ordered that “Joshua Bolten and Ms. Miers shall produce all non-privileged documents requested by the applicable subpoenas and shall provide to plaintiff a specific description of
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any documents withheld from production on the basis of executive privilege."

Although the Court ruled in favor of the House Committee, it emphasized that the scope of its ruling was quite narrow:

It is important to note that the decision today is very limited. To be sure, most of this lengthy opinion addresses, and ultimately rejects, the Executive’s several reasons why the Court should not entertain the Committee’s lawsuit, but on the merits of the Committee’s present claims the Court only resolves, and again rejects, the claim by the Executive to absolute immunity from compelled congressional process for senior presidential aides. The specific claims of executive privilege that Ms. Miers and Mr. Bolten may assert are not addressed—and the Court expresses no view on such claims. Nor should this decision discourage the process of negotiation and accommodation that most often leads to resolution of disputes between the political branches. Although standing ready to fulfill the essential judicial role to “say what the law is” on specific assertions of executive privilege that may be presented, the Court strongly encourages the political branches to resume their discourse and negotiations in an effort to resolve their differences constructively, while recognizing each branch’s essential role.

In rejecting the various justiciability arguments presented by Miers and Bolten, the court reached a number of conclusions relevant to the issue of enforcement of congressional subpoenas. First, the court held that the case presented a “type of dispute traditionally capable of resolution before an Article III court.” The court thought this case to be resolvable in an Article III forum because

(1) in essence, this lawsuit merely seeks enforcement of a subpoena, which is a routine and quintessential judicial task; and (2) the Supreme Court has held that the judiciary is the final arbiter of executive privilege, and the grounds asserted for the Executive’s refusal to comply with the subpoena are ultimately rooted in executive privilege.

Curiously, Miers and Bolten argued that the issue need not be justiciable because Congress could rely on its inherent contempt powers to imprison witnesses who fail to comply with congressional subpoenas, even though this argument was flatly inconsistent with the conclusion reach by the Olson Memorandum. Instead, the court concluded,
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imprisoning current (and even former) senior presidential advisors and prosecuting them before the House would only exacerbate the acrimony between the two branches and would present a grave risk of precipitating a constitutional crisis. Indeed, one can easily imagine a stand-off between the Sergeant-at-Arms and executive branch law enforcement officials concerning taking Mr. Bolten into custody and detaining him. Such unseemly, provocative clashes should be avoided, and there is no need to run the risk of such mischief when a civil action can resolve the same issues in an orderly fashion . . . . Even if the Committee did exercise inherent contempt, the disputed issue would in all likelihood end up before this Court, just by a different vehicle—a writ of habeas corpus brought by Ms. Miers and Mr. Bolten. In either event there would be judicial resolution of the underlying issue.241

Finally, the court rejected the argument that it should decline to rule on the case as a matter of its equitable discretion.242

Miers and Bolten appealed the District Court decision and moved for a stay pending appeal and for expedited review. The D.C. Circuit granted the motion for a stay, but it rejected the motion for expedited review on the ground that

even if expedited, this controversy will not be fully and finally resolved by the Judicial Branch—including resolution by a panel and possible rehearing by this court en banc and by the Supreme Court—before the 110th Congress ends on January 3, 2009. At that time, the 110th House of Representatives will cease to exist as a legal entity, and the subpoenas it has issued will expire.243

On March 4, 2009, the House Committee reached an agreement with the Obama Administration and attorneys for former President George W. Bush to resolve the issues raised by the House Committee lawsuit. White House Counsel Gregory B. Craig held weeks of negotiations in order to “avert a federal court showdown that could have restricted the authority of the president in future disputes with other branches of government.”244 The agreement provided former presidential advisor Carl Rove and former White House Counsel Miers would testify before the House Judiciary Committee in transcribed interviews, under penalty of perjury, but not in the presence of cameras, reporters, or members of the public.245 Furthermore, the White House was required to produce documents concerning the U.S. Attorneys matter between the dates of 2004 and March 2007.246
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agreement also, however, provided certain protections for particularly sensitive executive privileged material. Counsel for the witnesses were permitted to direct witnesses not to answer questions that related “to communications to or from the President.” In addition, “[four] pages of particularly sensitive privileged material (which will be described for Committee staff by a representative of the former president)” were withheld from the production to the House Committee. In addition, the agreement stated that for documents post-dating March 8, 2007, only certain documents would be provided. As to these documents, the Committee would be able only to review and not copy the documents.

Lawmakers were generally happy about the agreement. House Judiciary Committee Chair John Conyers stated, “[w]e have finally broken through the Bush administration’s claims of absolute immunity . . . . This is a victory for the separation of powers and congressional oversight.” House Speaker Nancy Pelosi stated that “when there are credible allegations about the politicization of law enforcement, the need for congressional oversight is at its greatest.” Other commentators suggested that the agreement was a useful compromise for both sides. Neil Eggleston, a former White House lawyer for President Bill Clinton, stated that the agreement was a “good resolution . . . that gets the House Judiciary Committee and the American public the information it needs to complete this investigation but still recognizes some interest in the White House protecting truly confidential communications.”

Not all, however, were happy with the resolution of the lawsuit. One commentator has noted,

[although a settlement was eventually reached, the Congress that originally issued the subpoenas had ended, as had the administration that the subpoenas were intended to help Congress oversee. To the extent that enforcement of congressional subpoenas is left to the courts, future administrations now know that they can delay compliance for years.”

Given the at least temporary success of the Bush Administration in blocking access to any White House documents or testimony con-
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cerning the U.S. Attorneys matter, it is not surprising that a number of articles have called for changes in the method by which executive privilege disputes are resolved between Congress and the executive branch. First, some critics argue that Congress should utilize its inherent contempt of Congress authority to arrest executive branch officials who refuse to comply with a congressional subpoena because the President has asserted a claim of executive privilege. Others have argued that Congress has the authority to make a final determination concerning whether the executive branch should produce documents in response to a congressional subpoena, including the right to make a final determination which must be respected by the courts that a President’s claim of executive privilege is meritless. Finally, others argue that, rather than deferring to the political process, the courts should take an active role in adjudicating executive privilege disputes in the same manner as they adjudicate any other separation of powers issue. Each of these arguments will be analyzed below.

II. USING CONGRESS’S INHERENT CONTEMPT POWER TO IMPRISON OFFICIALS WHO ASSERT THE PRESIDENT’S CLAIM OF EXECUTIVE PRIVILEGE IN RESPONSE TO A CONGRESSIONAL SUBPOENA

Those who favor the use of Congress’s inherent contempt power to resolve disputes over executive privilege argue that:

[T]he houses of Congress have the authority to hold executive branch officials in contempt, and that defiance of a congressional subpoena qualifies as contempt. Most notably . . . each house is properly understood as the final arbiter of disputes arising out of its contempt power—that is, when an executive branch official raises executive privilege as a defense justifying her defiance of a congressional subpoena, the house of Congress is the proper tribunal to determine whether the invocation of executive privilege was appropriate. This means that legislative-executive disputes over the contempt power should be understood to be nonjusticiable.
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Another commentator suggests that Congress could utilize its inherent contempt power by delegating the contempt power “to a specialized internal body that would adjudicate contempt citations and forward its findings and recommendations to the full chamber for final disposition.”

As a preliminary matter, it is worth noting that Congress’s use of its inherent contempt power does not seem to be a very practical or effective way for Congress to enforce its institutional prerogatives. Proponents of this authority suggest that “each house has a sergeant-at-arms, and the Capitol building has its own jail. The sergeant can be sent to arrest contemnors and, if necessary, hold them in his custody until either their contempt is purged or the congressional session ends.” The use of such power in an executive privilege dispute, however, presents the improbable image of the Sergeant-at-Arms knocking at the White House gate and asking to be admitted so he can arrest the President’s chief of staff. Obviously, if the President has ordered his chief of staff to assert executive privilege, he is not going to permit a congressional Sergeant-at-Arms to arrest the Chief of Staff, and the President has more than enough force to insure that no such arrest is made. This point is significant not just because the President can easily foil any attempt to arrest an executive branch official, but also because the stand-off suggests why Congress’s unilateral assertion of its own authority is inconsistent with the separation of powers. Each branch has a constitutionally based prerogative, and each branch has the right to assert its constitutionally based claim against the other. Congress no more has the unilateral right to arrest an executive official for asserting the president’s constitutionally based claim of executive privilege than the President has the unilateral right to send the Secret Service or FBI to arrest a member of Congress for issuing a subpoena for constitutionally protected executive branch information.

The suggestion that Congress use its contempt power to arrest an official who asserts executive privilege is not only impractical, but also rests on uncertain grounds. Commentators have justified Congress’s unilateral use of its inherent power against executive privilege on several grounds, including English and American history which shows that “the houses of Congress have the authority to hold executive branch officials in contempt,” and that the ability to enforce its
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subpoena power through inherent contempt of Congress proceedings is necessary to remedy “the Executive’s refusal to prosecute [which] may result in unremedied obstruction to the legislative process, making a ‘mockery’ of the legislative power.” As will be shown below, however, there is no relevant history supporting Congress’s unilateral right to arrest an executive branch official for asserting the President’s claim of executive privilege. Nor is it necessary for Congress to assert such a unilateral authority in order to protect its own constitutional prerogatives.

A. The History of Congress’s Contempt Power

Before discussing the specific historical precedents that are claimed to support Congress’s authority to imprison executive branch officials who assert the president’s claim of executive privilege, it is important first to understand precisely what kind of evidence would support such a claim. It is not enough simply to show that Parliament, state legislatures, or the Congress have resisted executive branch encroachments on their authority. Obviously, there is a long history of conflicts between the legislative and executive power over a wide range of subjects, not just access to executive branch documents and testimony. The fact that legislatures have protested against executive branch encroachments and have argued in favor of their constitutional authority does not establish a precedent for the use of force and imprisonment against the executive branch in such disputes. Similarly, the use by Congress of the political weapons at its disposal, including refusing to appropriate funds needed by the executive branch, refusing to confirm nominees to executive branch positions, or passing legislation that permissibly limits the powers of the executive branch, does not establish a precedent for Congress’s unilateral use of its power to arrest and imprison executive branch officials. Indeed, the political weapons available to Congress are among the many reasons why Congress does not need the authority to arrest executive branch officials in order to enforce its legitimate constitutional prerogatives.  
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Finally, the mere assertion by legislatures of authority to imprison executive branch officials for asserting a claim of executive privilege would not be enough to establish a significant constitutional precedent if the executive branch has resisted such an assertion of power and failed to acquiesce in Congress’s assertion of it. As Eric Posner and Adrian Vermeule have cogently argued, such “constitutional showdowns” between the political branches have precedential significance with respect to the relative constitutional powers of the branches only when a dispute “ends in the total or partial acquiescence by one branch in the views of the other . . . .” with that in mind, we now turn to an analysis of the precedents cited in support of Congress’s use of inherent contempt power against officials who assert the President’s claim of executive privilege.

1. English Parliamentary Precedents

As a preliminary matter, one might doubt the relevance of any precedents from English parliamentary practice. An assertion of authority by the English Parliament against the unelected and politically unaccountable authority of the English monarchy would not necessarily be relevant to a dispute between the two politically accountable branches of the federal government, each of which has an acknowledged constitutional prerogative. Moreover, as the Supreme Court stated in the context of a case involving the scope of Congress’s inherent contempt power:

\[ \text{[T]he possession by Congress of the commingled legislative-judicial authority as to contempts which was exerted in the House of Commons would be absolutely destructive of the distinction between legislative, executive, and judicial authority which is interwoven in the very fabric of the Constitution and would disregard express limitations therein, it must follow that there is no ground whatever for assuming that any implication as to such a power may be deduced from any grant of authority made to Congress by the Constitution.} \]

Even if one were to accept, however, that parliamentary practice is relevant to the issue at hand, there is no precedent for the arrest of an executive official for withholding documents that are arguably protected by any form of executive privilege. The first significant example cited by Professor Chafetz involved the arrest of George Ferrers, a member of Parliament, pursuant to an action in the King’s
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Bench to recover a debt.\textsuperscript{265} The House of Commons sent its sergeant to obtain Ferrers’ release, but the jailers resisted the sergeant and were aided by the arrival of London’s sheriffs.\textsuperscript{266} The Parliament later arrested the jailers as well as the person who initiated the suit against Ferrers and imprisoned them for contempt.\textsuperscript{267} After the Parliament released the prisoners, King Henry VIII commended their action because Ferrers was the King’s servant as well, which by itself would have privileged him against arrest.\textsuperscript{268} Professor Chafetz argues that “[b]y punishing these contempts itself, the House asserted an institutional identity independent from the Crown: contempts were no longer interferences with the functioning of royal governance; rather, they were interferences with the House’s ability to do its own business.”\textsuperscript{269} Thus, Professor Chafetz argues, “it became conceivable to hold Crown officers—indeed, even monarchs themselves—in contempt.”\textsuperscript{270}

Although this incident marks an interesting chapter in the Parliament’s struggle to assert an independent identity from the Crown, and has some relevance to the history of our own Constitution’s limited protections against the arrest of legislators,\textsuperscript{271} it hardly amounts to a precedent for the unilateral use of force against an official who asserts the president’s claim of executive privilege.

Other examples cited by Professor Chafetz do not involve contempt of Parliament at all but simply Parliament’s resistance to an effort by the Crown to breach or limit some parliamentary prerogative.\textsuperscript{272} “These clashes between the King and Parliament were certainly important to the establishment of Parliament as an independent branch of government, but they hardly support the claim that Congress may imprison an official who asserts the President’s claim of privilege. It seems a little far-fetched to claim that “the English Civil War can well be thought of as the victory of parliamentary privilege over such claims of royal prerogative—indeed, as the ultimate finding of contempt of Parliament.”\textsuperscript{273} The mere fact that Parliament claimed
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the right to question the King and the King’s officials, and that it resisted the King’s effort to attack its own privileges and powers, offers nothing of relevance to the modern day executive privilege dispute. These battles between Parliament and the King over issues such as the power to tax and the appropriations authority provide an interesting backdrop to the division of power between the executive and legislative branches in our own Constitution, but they say absolutely nothing about Congress’s power to imprison an official for asserting the claim of executive privilege. In fact, even in the very different context of English parliamentary history, Professor Chafetz cannot find a single example of Parliament imprisoning an official for asserting a claim anything like the President’s claim of executive privilege. It simply overreaches for Professor Chafetz to argue that “[w]ith these [parliamentary] precedents in mind, and with no available evidence to the contrary, it seems reasonable to assume that the Founders understood Congress to have the authority to hold executive branch officers in contempt.”

2. Legislative Contempt in Pre-Constitutional America

Professor Chafetz also argues that precedent for the use of contempt of Congress against officials asserting executive privilege may be found in the practices of legislatures in America prior to the ratification of the Constitution. According to Professor Chafetz, the “colonial assemblies were actually quite willing to use their contempt powers against Crown officials.” The examples cited by Professor Chafetz, however, such as arresting a provost marshal for ignoring a legislative order, arresting a council clerk for insolence, arresting the public printer for printing a resolution the legislature found offensive, arresting the receiver of powder money for refusing to submit his accounts to the legislature, and arresting a military officer who continued to exercise the functions of his office after his removal do not remotely establish a precedent for Congress’s use of contempt in an executive privilege dispute. Neither the President nor the DOJ has ever questioned the existence of Congress’s contempt power, nor have they claimed that all executive officials are immune from con-
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tempt of Congress, regardless of the cause or provocation. The executive branch’s claim has been far more limited: that immunity attaches only to an official who asserts the President’s claim of executive privilege. None of the examples cited by Professor Chafetz involved such a claim.

Of course, colonial legislatures disputed efforts by royal governors to interfere with their prerogatives, just as Congress protests the President’s efforts to interfere with its prerogatives, but there is no pre-constitutional precedent that is relevant to the current dispute. Examples involving the use of the legislatures’ appropriations power simply reinforce the argument that Congress has sufficient weapons to enforce its investigative demands without resorting to arrest of executive officials.

3. Contempt of Congress and Executive Privilege under the United States Constitution

Professor Chafetz particularly seems to overreach when he asserts that Congress has used its contempt power against executive officers, including a number of presidents. The first precedent cited by Professor Chafetz involved President Jackson’s removal of federal money from the Second Bank of the United States and the deposit of the money into state banks. The Senate adopted a resolution that protested that the President had assumed a power not belonging to him. After Jackson replied in turn, the Senate passed a series of resolutions asserting that the President had overstepped his constitutional authority and usurped powers belonging to Congress, that he had no right to make formal protests against votes or proceedings in the House of Congress, and that his protest constituted a “breach of
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the privileges of the Senate.\textsuperscript{283} This example does not even involve the use of Congress’s contempt power at all; it is simply a garden variety separation of powers dispute between Congress and the President, where each side argues for the supremacy of its own constitutional prerogatives. It cannot remotely be considered precedent for the use of Congress’s contempt power in an executive privilege dispute.

Professor Chafetz next discusses a dispute between the House and President John Tyler over the contents of one of the President’s veto messages.\textsuperscript{284} After a congressional report recommended a constitutional amendment that would permit Congress to override a presidential veto by a simple majority, President Tyler protested that the House’s report made serious charges against him without him having the chance to reply.\textsuperscript{285} According to Professor Chafetz, the “House then resolved that the [P]resident had no right to make a protest against its votes or proceedings, and that the [President’s] protest message constituted a breach of the privileges of this House.”\textsuperscript{286} Again, this example is simply a run-of-the-mill power struggle between the President and Congress over the extent of their respective constitutional prerogatives. It did not even involve a hint of the use of Congress’s contempt power to imprison any member of the executive branch. It is, like countless separation of powers disputes in the country’s history, simply a battle of words between the President and Congress.

The next example involved a dispute in 1866 between James Fry, the Provost Marshal General of the Army, and Representative Roscoe Conkling.\textsuperscript{287} After Representative Conkling had referred to Fry as “an undeserving public servant” who had “turned the business of recruiting and drafting into one carnival of corrupt disorder, into a paradise of coxcombs and thieves,”\textsuperscript{288} Fry wrote that Conkling’s animosity “arose altogether from my unwillingness to gratify him in certain matters in which he had a strong personal interest. It is true, also, that he was foiled in efforts to obtain undue concessions from my bureau, and to discredit me in the eyes of my superiors.”\textsuperscript{289} The dispute was
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referred to a House Committee, which reported two resolutions that were adopted by the House. The first asserted that Fry’s allegations against Conkling were “wholly without foundation in truth.” The second resolution stated:

General Fry, an officer of the Government of the United States, and head of one of its military bureaus, in writing and publishing these accusations . . . and which, owing to the crimes and wrongs which they impute to a Member of this body, are of a nature deeply injurious to the official and personal character, influence, and privileges of such Member, and their publication originating, as in the judgment of the House they did, in no misapprehension of facts, but in the resentment and passion of their author, was guilty of a gross violation of the privileges of such Member and of this House, and his conduct in that regard merits and receives its unqualified disapprobation.

Professor Chafetz then notes that Congress abolished the Provost Marshal General’s Bureau by statute the following month. But the incident did not involve any assertion of presidential prerogative or privilege, did not result in a citation for contempt of Congress, and did not contain any suggestion that Congress would have the power to imprison an officer for contempt.

There have been two instances in which Congress actually did imprison an executive branch official for contempt of Congress. These examples, which Professor Chafetz claims “have been generally neglected by both judicial and academic commentators,” are the only instances in over 215 years of conflicts between the President and Congress in which Congress utilized its inherent contempt power to arrest an executive branch official. Neither case, however, involved an assertion of executive privilege by the official; in fact, neither case involved a separation of powers dispute at all.

The first incident involved a subpoena to George F. Seward (a nephew of Secretary of State William H. Seward), who was then Minister to China. The House Committee on Expenditures in the State Department commenced an investigation of Seward because it received evidence that he had misappropriated money received by the Shanghai Consulate. Seward’s counsel refused the committee’s demands for Seward’s books or his testimony on the ground that it violated
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Seward’s right against compelled self-incrimination. In response, the House adopted a contempt of Congress resolution, and Seward appeared before the full House, which voted to commit his reply to the Judiciary Committee and released him on his own recognizance. Although the committee that issued the original subpoena to Seward reported articles of impeachment, the House never voted on these articles. The Judiciary Committee issued a report that Seward “should not be compelled to incriminate himself” during ongoing impeachment proceedings. Although this incident involves the issuance of a contempt citation against an executive branch official, it lacks an essential element necessary to be a relevant precedent for the issue at hand: the assertion by the executive official of the President’s claim of executive privilege. Indeed, the only defense offered by Seward was his personal Fifth Amendment privilege, and the dispute did not involve any separation of powers concerns. The Olson Memorandum’s rationale for immunity from contempt is that it would impermissibly burden the President’s ability to assert executive privilege. Because this incident does not involve the assertion of any presidential prerogative, it cannot serve as a precedent for Congress’s power to use its contempt authority in an executive privilege dispute.

The last example cited by Professor Chafetz took place in 1916 when the House cited H. Snowden Marshall, the United States Attorney for the Southern District of New York, for contempt of Congress. The dispute began in December of 1915 when Representative Frank Buchanan accused Marshall of high crimes and misdemeanors. Two weeks later, a federal grand jury in the Southern District of New York indicted Buchanan for violations of the
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Sherman Antitrust Act. In the midst of the investigation, Marshall wrote a letter to the investigating committee acknowledging that he had been the source for an article accusing the committee of interfering with the antitrust investigation and charging the committee with conduct that the Supreme Court later described as “certainly unparliamentary and manifestly ill-tempered[,]” and which was well calculated to arouse the indignation not only of the members of the subcommittee[,] but of those of the House generally.

In response, the House adopted a contempt of Congress resolution and ordered the Sergeant-at-Arms to arrest Marshall. The Supreme Court granted Marshall’s petition for habeas corpus and ordered him released from custody on the ground that:

[T]he contempt was deemed to result from the writing of the letter not because of any obstruction to the performance of legislative duty resulting from the letter or because the preservation of the power of the House to carry out its legislative authority was endangered by its writing, but because of the effect and operation which the irritating and ill-tempered statements made in the letter would produce upon the public mind or because of the sense of indignation which it may be assumed was produced by the letter upon the members of the committee and of the House generally. But to state this situation is to demonstrate that the contempt relied upon was not intrinsic to the right of the House to preserve the means of discharging its legislative duties, but was extrinsic to the discharge of such duties and related only to the presumed operation which the letter might have upon the public mind and the indignation naturally felt by members of the committee on the subject. But these considerations plainly serve to mark the broad boundary line which separates the limited implied power to deal with classes of acts as contempts for self-preservation and the comprehensive legislative power to provide by law for punishment for wrongful acts.

On the basis of this decision, Professor Chafetz argues that “[n]either the House nor the Court seemed to have any doubt that the House could arrest and hold a federal prosecutor for actions which were truly within the scope of Congress’s contempt power,
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rightly construed.” Even if this statement were true (and it seems a stretch to reach that far based on the Supreme Court’s complete silence on the issue), this case, like the previous one, not only does not involve a claim of executive privilege, it does not involve a separation of powers dispute between Congress and the executive branch. Indeed, this case does not even involve a congressional subpoena for documents or testimony. Moreover, this case has hardly been, as Professor Chafetz suggests, largely ignored by the commentators. The only reason that it has not been discussed at greater length is because the absence of any claim of executive privilege, and, indeed, the absence of an assertion of any executive branch prerogative, makes the case inapposite to the use of contempt in an executive privilege dispute.

4. The Absence of Contempt of Congress from the Long History of Executive Privilege Disputes Between Congress and the President

The most significant constitutional precedents on the issue whether Congress may use its inherent contempt power in response to a claim of executive privilege are like Sir Arthur Conan Doyle’s famously non-barking dog; they involve the absence of what would be expected if Congress believed it had such power. In the long history of executive privilege disputes between Congress and the President, dating back to the last decade of the eighteenth century, Congress has never used its inherent contempt power in response to a President’s claim of executive privilege.

The history of the President’s assertion of what is now known as executive privilege to prevent disclosure of documents to Congress is even older than the legislature’s use of contempt of Congress to enforce its prerogatives. The most famous early assertion of the privilege occurred in 1792 when a committee of the House of Representatives investigating the failure of General St. Clair’s expedition against the Indians requested President Washington to produce all papers
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relating to the St. Clair expedition. Thomas Jefferson described the consensus of the first cabinet as follows:

We had all considered, and were of one mind, first, that the House was an inquest, and therefore might institute inquiries. Second, that it might call for papers generally. Third, that the Executive ought to communicate such papers as the public good would permit, and ought to refuse those, the disclosure of which would injure the public: consequently were to exercise a discretion. Fourth, that neither the committee nor House had a right to call on the Head of a Department, who and whose papers were under the President alone; but that the committee should instruct their chairman to move the House to address the President. 313

President Washington asked Jefferson to seek a compromise with Congress that would preserve the executive’s prerogative, while assuring congressional access to important documents. Ultimately, Jefferson persuaded the House to request the President to “cause the proper officers to lay before this House such papers of a public nature, in the Executive Department, as may be necessary to the investigation of the causes of the failure of the late expedition under Major General St. Clair.” 314 One scholar writing about the St. Clair dispute stated that “[t]his beginning of the executive privilege indicates . . . the [P]resident could refuse documents because of their secret nature, a category insisted upon by subsequent presidents ever since.” 315 Although views differ on the extent to which this dispute represents a clear victory for the assertion of executive privilege, 316 the incident shows that during the first decade of the Constitution, the executive and legislative branches each asserted constitutional prerogatives relating to disclosure of executive branch documents and that the dispute was resolved by a negotiated agreement and not by even the threat of contempt of Congress.

Similarly, in 1794, the Senate directed Secretary of State Edmund Randolph “to lay before the Senate the correspondences which have been had between the Minister of the United States at the Republic of France and said Republic, and between said Minister and the office
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of the Secretary of State.” Attorney General William Bradford wrote to the President that “it is the duty of the Executive to withhold such parts of the said correspondence as in the judgment of the Executive shall be deemed unsafe and improper to be disclosed.” Ultimately, President Washington responded to the Senate request by stating:

> After an examination of . . . [the correspondence], I directed copies and translations to be made, except in those particulars which, in my judgment, for public considerations, ought not to be communicated. These copies and translations are now transmitted to the Senate, but the nature of them manifests the propriety of their being received as confidential.

This pattern of negotiated compromise continued throughout the nineteenth century. On a number of occasions, Congress expressly authorized the President to exclude material that he deemed necessary to keep private. For example, in 1807 the House investigated the Burr conspiracy and requested the President to:

> [L]ay before this House any information in possession of the Executive, except such as he may deem the public welfare to require not to be disclosed, touching any illegal combination of private individuals against the peace and safety of the Union, or any military expedition planned by such individuals against the territories of any Power in amity with the United States; together with the measures which the Executive has pursued and proposes to take for suppressing or defeating the same.

In 1825, the House requested James Monroe to disclose information about the alleged misconduct of certain naval officers to the extent that he deemed the disclosure not to be incompatible with the public interest. Monroe responded that “a communication at this time of those documents would not comport with the public interest nor with what is due to the parties concerned.” In 1861, Congress requested President Lincoln to produce certain dispatches from Fort Sumter, “if in his opinion not incompatible with the public interest . . . .” One can argue about the extent to which these incidents revealed con-
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gressional deference to executive privilege, but they certainly demonstrate negotiation and accommodation and not the unilateral assertion of congressional hegemony.

On other occasions, the President was more accommodating to Congress. For example, in 1835, President Andrew Jackson refused to disclose to the Senate certain documents relating to the negotiation of a boundary dispute with Canada. During the next session of Congress, however, the President disclosed the requested documents to the Senate and stated that "as the negotiation was undertaken under the special advice of the Senate, I deem it improper to withhold the information which that body has requested, submitting to them to decide whether it will be expedient to publish the correspondence before the negotiation has been closed.

During the nineteenth century, there were numerous instances in which Presidents refused to supply information or documents to Congress on the ground that disclosure would encroach on subjects exclusively belonging to the executive or otherwise detrimental to the operation of the government. President John Tyler refused to disclose to the House of Representatives information relating to ongoing negotiations to settle Native-American claims against the United States government, and he expressly inserted his constitutional authority to withhold such documents:

The injunction of the Constitution that the President “shall take care that the laws be faithfully executed” necessarily confers an authority commensurate with the obligation imposed to inquire into the manner in which all public agents perform the duties assigned to them by law. To be effective these inquiries must often be confidential. They may result in the collection of truth or of falsehood, or they may be incomplete and may require further prosecution. To maintain that the President can exercise no discretion as to the time in which the matters thus collected shall be
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promulgated . . . would deprive him at once of the means of performing one of the most salutary duties of his office . . . . To require from the Executive the transfer of this discretion to a coordinate branch of the Government is equivalent to the denial of its possession by him and would render him dependent upon that branch in the performance of a duty purely executive. 328

Even when Congress vigorously asserted its right to obtain executive branch documents and disputed the President’s claim of privilege, it never asserted that it had the right to imprison for contempt the executive branch official responsible for withholding the documents. During the administration of President Tyler, for example, the House of Representatives asserted the power to compel the production of documents from the executive branch. 329 Members of the House argued that the President did not have the right to withhold documents based on the assertion of executive privilege, but they claimed only the ultimate sanction of impeachment and never argued that the House had the right to arrest an executive branch official for contempt of Congress. 330 During the Polk Administration, the President claimed a privilege not to produce certain military and diplomatic communications with Mexico after Congress had subpoenaed the documents. 331 After President Polk’s claim of privilege, the House debated whether to continue to pursue access to the documents. 332 A number of representatives agreed with Representative Adams, who asserted that

this House ought to sustain, in the strongest manner, their right to call for information upon questions in which war and peace are concerned. They ought to maintain their right, and maintain it in a very distinct manner, against this assertion on the part of the President of the United States. 333
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Other representatives argued that the President rightfully withheld the documents under a claim of privilege.\textsuperscript{334} Nowhere in this extended debate, however, did any member of Congress assert that the House had the authority to arrest an executive official for withholding the documents in response to the House subpoena. The only remedy they recognized was the power to impeach the President.\textsuperscript{335} For example, Representative Ingersoll stated: “And who in such cases was to be the judge of the propriety of making the communications? The President was the judge. And if the President exercised his discretion improperly, what remedy had this House? This House had the power to impeach him, and that was all it could do.”\textsuperscript{336}

In an interesting precursor to the U.S. Attorneys dispute at the end of the George W. Bush Administration, in 1886, President Grover Cleveland adopted the opinion of his Attorney General that documents concerning the firing of a United States District Attorney should not be disclosed to the Senate and declined to produce the subpoenaed documents.\textsuperscript{337} Twenty-three years after the ensuing Senate debate, one Senator called it “[t]he most remarkable discussion which was ever had upon this question [of the President’s right to withhold documents from Congress].”\textsuperscript{338} In the midst of the contentious debate, even those senators who argued that the Senate had a right to obtain the documents acknowledged that if the President ordered them not to be produced, “there is no remedy,”\textsuperscript{339} and that their only option was the ultimate sanction of impeachment.\textsuperscript{340}

During the twentieth century, presidents continued to assert a constitutional right not to disclose documents to Congress.\textsuperscript{341}
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dent Theodore Roosevelt declined to produce documents in response to a 1909 Senate request to the Attorney General concerning whether the DOJ had initiated a particular antitrust investigation:

I have instructed the Attorney General not to respond to that portion of the resolution which calls for a statement of his reasons for non-action. I have done so because I do not conceive it to be within the authority of the Senate to give directions of this character to the head of an executive department, or to demand from him reasons for his actions. Heads of the executive departments are subject to the Constitution, and to the laws passed by Congress in pursuance of the Constitution, and to the directions of the President of the United States, but to no other direction whatever.  

The most frequent assertions of executive privilege prior to the Nixon Administration occurred during the two terms of Dwight Eisenhower’s presidency. President Eisenhower was the first to use the term “executive privilege,” and he utilized that doctrine on more than forty occasions. The most famous of these invocations of privilege came during the Army-McCarthy hearings. Congressional investigators requested information concerning discussions between an Army lawyer, top White House aides, and the Attorney General, but President Eisenhower instructed the Secretary of Defense not to allow employees to testify concerning those discussions:

Because it is essential to efficient and effective administration that employees of the Executive Branch be in a position to be completely candid in advising with each other on official matters, and because it is not in the public interest that any of their conversations or communications, or any documents or reproductions, concerning such advice be disclosed, you will instruct employees of your Department that in all of their appearances before the Subcommittee of the Senate Committee on Government Operations regarding the inquiry now before it they are not to testify to any such conversations or communications or to produce any
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such documents or reproductions. This principle must be maintained regardless of who would be benefited by such disclosures.\footnote{Letter from Dwight D. Eisenhower, President of the United States, to the Secretary of Defense Directing Him to Withhold Certain Information from the Senate Committee on Government Operations, 3 PUB. PAPERS 483–84 (May 17, 1954).}

President Eisenhower was particularly blunt in describing his response to Senator McCarthy’s demands for information. He advised a group of Republican legislators that “[a]ny man who testifies as to the advice he gave me won’t be working for me that night,” and went on to elaborate that “[t]hose people who have a position here in this government because of me, those people who are my confidential advisors are not going to be subpoenaed.”\footnote{FRED J. GREENSTEIN, THE HIDDEN-HAND PRESIDENCY: EISENHOWER AS LEADER 205 (1982).} Notwithstanding the dramatic and highly contentious nature of the Army-McCarthy hearings, at no time did Senator McCarthy respond to the President’s claims of privilege by threatening to seek a contempt of Congress citation against executive branch officials who refused to testify or disclose documents to his committee. The reason for Congress’s failure to use either its inherent contempt power or the statutory alternative of criminal contempt of Congress was certainly not its general reluctance to impose contempt sanctions. During this period the Houses of Congress adopted contempt resolutions against private witnesses over a hundred times.\footnote{See BECK, supra note 63, at 14.}

The Watergate era marked a change in the threatened use of contempt of Congress citations against executive branch officials. In the mid-1970s, congressional committees first began to raise the threat of contempt of Congress to enforce demands for information from the executive branch. Interestingly, however, during the congressional investigations of Watergate itself, Congress never resorted to the sanction of contempt of Congress, in spite of numerous dramatic assertions of executive privilege by President Nixon.

It was not until 1982 that a House of Congress cited an executive branch official for contempt of Congress for asserting the President’s claim of executive privilege, and in that case Congress utilized the statutory criminal contempt process, not its own inherent authority to arrest the official. The House cited EPA Director Anne Gorsuch for contempt of Congress after President Reagan directed Gorsuch to assert executive privilege and withhold sixty-four documents in response to a House committee subpoena.\footnote{See H.R. REP. NO. 97–968, at 15 (1982).} After the House cited
Administrator Gorsuch for contempt, the U.S. Attorney refused to refer the contempt citation to a grand jury. In response to the contempt citation against Administrator Gorsuch, the DOJ’s OLC issued the Olson Memorandum, which reached two principal conclusions: (1) Congress could not constitutionally compel the executive branch to initiate criminal proceedings against a particular individual, and (2) it would be unconstitutional to prosecute an executive branch official for contempt of Congress for asserting the President’s claim of executive privilege. OLC later issued the Cooper Memorandum, which stated that, based upon the findings of the Olson Memorandum, the DOJ would not refer to a grand jury any contempt citation issued against an executive official who asserted the President’s claim of executive privilege. Thus, in response to Congress’s first assertion of its authority to utilize the contempt of Congress statute in an executive privilege dispute, the executive branch immediately contested that power and determined that Congress had no constitutional authority to utilize the contempt statute in such a manner. Subsequently, Congress has attempted to utilize the contempt of Congress statute in response to the President’s claim of executive privilege on several occasions, and in each case, the DOJ has cited the Olson and Cooper Memoranda and refused to proceed further with the contempt citation. Thus, the executive branch has not only failed to acquiesce in Congress’s attempted use of the statute, but has vigorously disputed Congress’s authority to do so.

Even after having been frustrated in its attempted use of the contempt of Congress statute, however, Congress never attempted to utilize its inherent contempt authority to enforce its claim for documents in an executive privilege dispute. We do not know Congress’s reasons for failing to utilize this procedure. Congress may have recognized the futility of the inevitable standoff that would result from such an effort, or it may have concluded that it would be politically unwise to assert its own unilateral power to arrest the official rather than seek
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judicial punishment for the decision to ignore the subpoena. The important fact is that, for whatever reason, Congress has never attempted to arrest an executive branch official for asserting the President's claim of executive privilege in response to a congressional subpoena. Thus, not only is there no historical support for Congress's use of such authority, Congress's repeated failure to use its power in the context of hundreds of executive privilege disputes is strong evidence that Congress possesses no such authority.

B. Congress's Need to Utilize its Inherent Contempt Power in Executive Privilege Disputes

As previously noted, the recent advocates of Congress's use of its inherent contempt power in executive privilege disputes have argued that the power is necessary in order for Congress to protect its right to investigate the executive branch. Josh Chafetz has argued that "in order for this oversight power to be effective in rooting out executive branch malevolence and incompetence, Congress must have access to precisely that information that the executive does not wish to turn over—that is, it must have the power to hold executive branch officials in contempt."\(^{352}\) Michael Zuckerman has echoed this argument:

Congress can hardly accept Executive prosecutorial discretion stonewalling its contempt citations. Doing so has thwarted public accountability in cases where Congress has been unable to obtain the information that it desired. Especially when investigating the Executive Branch, delegating to the [DOJ] . . . the task of enforcing subpoenas “leaves Congress beholden to hostile Executive Branch officials” whose own administration might be under investigation. Even with regard to the judiciary, delegating the punishment power of the Congress to the judiciary through prosecution in federal court may result in “impermissible judicial meddling into the internal rules and procedures of the Houses.” In the end, undue interference by either the Executive or the courts cannot be in the national interest, since the preservation of a strong direct contempt power serves the interests of the People.\(^{353}\)

This gloomy view of Congress’s ability to enforce its investigative demands against the executive branch is not shared by the principal institutional advocate for Congress’s constitutional prerogatives. Louis Fisher, the leading separation of powers expert at the Congressional Research Service and the most respected proponent of congressional power, conducted a thorough review of clashes between the executive branch and Congress over the scope of Congress’s in-
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vestigative power. His ultimate conclusion was that “Congress can win most of the time—if it has the will—because its political tools are formidable.”

Indeed, Congress has been so effective at forcing the executive branch to comply with investigative demands that a number of scholars have argued that it is the President who needs additional protection in order to protect his constitutional prerogatives. In 1997, for example, Randall Miller argued that:

A fair assessment of the battles between Congress and the executive branch over access to documents, however, reveals that, without access to a civil proceeding, the President cannot effectively assert executive privilege to resist disclosure once a dispute with Congress escalates beyond the subpoena stage.

Thus, Miller argued, because the President is so powerless during the negotiation and accommodation process, courts should agree to adjudicate executive disputes in order to protect the President’s prerogative.

William Marshall has argued:

An unconstrained congressional investigative power, like an unchecked Executive, generates its own abuses. Unfortunately, the practices currently governing Congress’s use of this power have evolved to the point where there are few effective constraints on its exercise; highly partisan committees, for example, can initiate and pursue investigations of the President without so much as a debate. The invitation for congressional abuse is therefore apparent.

As a result, Professor Marshall argues in favor of increased procedural checks on Congress’s investigative power in order to prevent congressional overreaching and protect essential executive prerogatives.

The history of executive privilege disputes in the last thirty years can help to explain how Miller and Marshall could reach conclusions so diametrically opposed to those of Chafetz and Zuckerman. With respect to the dispute involving EPA Administrator Gorsuch, Zuckerman argues that, along with the Miers and Bolten cases, the dispute shows that “the Executive’s refusal to prosecute may result in unremedied obstruction to the legislative process, making a ‘mockery’ of the legislative power.”

Yet, far from being an example of Congress’s need to utilize its inherent contempt power, the Gorsuch case is a

---
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prime example of why Congress prevails in executive privilege battles even without the ultimate sanction of contempt. The DOJ did not simply refuse to prosecute Gorsuch for contempt and then stonewall the congressional investigating committee. Instead, the Department filed a lawsuit, rather provocatively styled United States v. House of Representatives,\(^{361}\) in order to seek a declaratory judgment that the assertion of executive privilege should prevail over the congressional subpoena.\(^{362}\) The district court rejected the Department’s attempt to seek judicial resolution of the dispute and urged the parties to negotiate:

> The difficulties apparent in prosecuting Administrator Gorsuch for contempt of Congress should encourage the two branches to settle their differences without further judicial involvement. Compromise and cooperation, rather than confrontation, should be the aim of the parties.\(^{363}\)

Within two weeks, without the use of its coercive contempt power and without any judicial intervention, Congress succeeded in obtaining all of the subpoenaed documents.\(^{364}\) President Reagan acknowledged that political pressure generated by Congress and the press had forced him to release the documents to Congress:

> [I]t is now clear that prolonging this legal debate can only result in a slowing down of the release of information to Congress, therefore fostering suspicion in the public mind that, somehow, the important doctrine of executive privilege is being used to shield possible wrong doing.\(^{365}\)

Stanley Brand, counsel to the Clerk of the House of Representatives, called the President’s decision to release the documents a “total capitulation.”\(^{366}\)

The House not only succeeded in obtaining all of the requested documents, but its Judiciary Committee also launched a probe into the DOJ’s actions during the Gorsuch controversy, including its role in advising President Reagan to assert executive privilege.\(^{367}\) The Judiciary Committee, without the use of any contempt sanctions, forced

---
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the DOJ to disclose its own internal documents concerning the assertion of privilege and required the officials involved in the dispute to testify under oath. Ultimately, the Judiciary Committee’s report accused Assistant Attorney General Theodore B. Olson of giving false and misleading testimony at his appearance before the Committee on March 10, 1983. This report led to an independent counsel investigation of Olson, who was exonerated only after a prolonged three-year investigation. As Randall Miller later noted, the Judiciary Committee investigation

promised to cause future executive branch attorneys to think twice about recommending that a president assert executive privilege. The Olson investigation suggests that a sufficiently motivated faction in Congress can effectively punish executive officers for an assertion of executive privilege by launching an investigation into the propriety of the assertion of the privilege itself.

Thus, rather than supporting the argument that Congress needs coercive contempt authority in order to obtain documents from the executive branch, the Gorsuch episode rather spectacularly supports precisely the opposite conclusion.

President Reagan was equally unsuccessful in asserting executive privilege following the nomination of then-Associate Justice William H. Rehnquist to be Chief Justice of the Supreme Court. During Rehnquist’s confirmation hearings, the Senate Judiciary Committee demanded that the DOJ disclose memoranda prepared when he was in charge of the OLC during the first years of the Nixon Administration. President Reagan asserted executive privilege on the ground that the OLC documents reflected Rehnquist advice to the White
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When I was working at the White House, I recall a situation where I was discussing with members of a congressional investigative staff the niceties of legal questions involving whether they were entitled to see certain predecisional draft documents; and the staffers said to me, ‘The last person who talked to us like this and who raised questions like this was Ted Olson.’ That does get your attention . . . .

The Judiciary Committee refused to proceed on Rehnquist’s nomination until it received the documents and, within five days after President Reagan’s assertion of privilege, the Committee had all of the documents.

President Clinton was spectacularly unsuccessful in asserting executive privilege claims. President Clinton lost highly publicized battles in the courts to establish a temporary immunity to civil suit, a “protective function privilege” for secret service agents, and an attorney/client privilege with respect to advice given to the President by White House lawyers. In addition, President Clinton lost some notable executive privilege battles with Congress. For example, in 1996, the House Government Reform and Oversight Committee began an investigation into allegations that personnel in the White House Travel Office had been fired for political reasons, and the committee subpoenaed documents from the White House. The White House produced over 40,000 pages of documents, but asserted executive privilege and refused to disclose approximately 3,000 pages of documents to the Committee. In an attempt to avoid a House vote on the contempt of Congress resolution against White House counsel Jack Quinn, to whom the subpoena had been directed, the
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White House produced approximately 1,000 additional pages of documents and a privilege log with an index of the remaining undisclosed documents. Eventually, however, the political pressure became too intense for the White House to resist and, on June 25, 1996, the White House agreed to provide the Committee with access to the remaining documents under an agreement that allowed the Committee to take notes on the documents but not copy them unless they related to improper contacts with the FBI.

The George W. Bush Administration was only partially successful in asserting executive privilege even with a Republican majority in Congress. In 2001 the House Committee on Government Reform conducted hearings into allegations of FBI corruption in its Boston office with respect to organized crime investigations during the 1960s and 1970s. The committee, chaired by Republican Dan Burton, demanded access to ten particularly crucial documents relating to the potential misconduct. President Bush asserted executive privilege in order to protect the confidentiality of the FBI documents. Ultimately, the two sides reached an accommodation that allowed the House committee to view six of the ten disputed documents. Thus, even with a sympathetic Republican-dominated committee, President Bush was forced to compromise on his claim of privilege.

The reasons for Congress’s ability to obtain executive branch documents, even without imprisoning executive branch officials, have been well documented. Louis Fisher has suggested that judicial enforcement of congressional investigative demands is rarely necessary because “of the superior political muscle by a Congress determined to exercise the many coercive tools available to it.” These powers include Congress’s appropriation power, Congress’s impeachment power, Congress’s power to refuse to confirm presidential nominees, and the political pressure that Congress can generate when it
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issues a subpoena and initiates contempt proceedings, even if the executive branch refuses to proceed with prosecution of a contempt citation. As a result, Fisher concludes that “Congress has the theoretical edge because of the more than adequate tools at its disposal. What it needs primarily is motivation, the staying power to cope with a long and frustrating battle, and an abiding commitment to honor its constitutional purpose.”

Congress’s political weapons are amplified by the media, which is generally hostile to presidential invocations of executive privilege and which effectively keeps the issue of a disclosure in the public eye. As William Marshall has noted:

Congress also has an institutional ally assisting it in its oversight requests—the media. This is critically important because, in a political battle, public opinion is often the referee and the media is the vehicle through which public opinion will be informed. That the media will generally be on the side of disclosure is, of course, not surprising, because the business of the media is to seek information and, as such, it is institutionally disposed to favor disclosure in any given case.

Moreover, the press has become increasingly focused on “scandal journalism” since Watergate and thus has an institutional predilection towards focusing on allegations of corruption or coverups. As one observer noted,

[1]his scandal obsessed industry, whether it is on radio, TV, or in the print media, generates tremendous pressure on the congressional investigatory system: (1) to identify potential scandals; (2) to commence investigations of them; (3) to appoint the ‘right people’ to run those investigations; and (4) to leak information regarding the investigative process.

As a result:

[1]ecause of the media, the purported trump card in the President’s hand, the claim of executive privilege, is actually a joker. Because the press (and to a lesser extent, the Congress) equates a claim of executive privilege with that of a cover-up, the result is that the claim of executive privilege has become a political liability to the President who invokes it.
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Constant comparisons to Watergate\textsuperscript{396} and editorial opposition to assertions of executive privilege\textsuperscript{397} add to the news coverage and further increase the political pressure on the President to abandon his assertion of privilege. Thus, it is hardly surprising that Congress has done so well in overcoming executive branch resistance to its investigative demands.

III. THE ARGUMENT THAT CONGRESS SHOULD ALWAYS PREVAIL IN ANY DISPUTE OVER ACCESS TO EXECUTIVE BRANCH INFORMATION

The final, and most telling, flaw with the arguments for Congress’s use of its inherent contempt authority is that they rest on the assumption that Congress’s investigative claims are always superior to the President’s claim of privilege and that Congress should have the right to determine unilaterally when the executive must disclose information as to which the President has asserted a claim of executive privilege. Heidi Kitrosser has made this presumption explicit in a recent article in which she argues that Congress’s determination that documents should be disclosed should be constitutionally conclusive.\textsuperscript{398} According to Kitrosser, Congress is constitutionally permitted to overcome executive privilege in three ways:

First, Congress can pass statutes granting the public access rights to categories of executive branch information. Second, Congress can pass statutes giving itself and its committees and subcommittees subpoena power, subject to contempt penalties, to seek information from the executive branch. Third, Congress can create agencies similarly empowered to demand information from the executive branch.\textsuperscript{399}

Because Congress’s right to seek information should always prevail over executive branch assertions of privilege, Kitrosser argues, if lawsuits arise out of Congress’s contempt proceedings “any executive privilege claims made in response should not prevail.”\textsuperscript{400} Thus, Kitrosser concludes:

[I]t is theoretically significant to accord legislative access decisions constitutionally final and enforceable status. The according of such status could highlight the underlying logic outlined throughout this paper: that executive privilege clashes fundamentally are policy debates about the merits of secrecy versus openness, that constitutional structure suggests that skepticism as to pro-secrecy arguments is called for, and that
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constitutional structure ultimately militates toward resolving such policy debates through legislation to ensure stable political mechanisms to keep secrecy shallow and politically checkable.401

This argument, and the parallel arguments in favor of the use of Congress’s inherent contempt power, are essentially arguments that there is no constitutional basis for executive privilege or that, at most, Congress has the conclusive right to determine whether executive privilege should be recognized. It is beyond the scope of this Article to revisit the issue whether the President has any constitutional right to assert executive privilege, a subject about which entire books have been written.402 It will suffice for the present purposes to make a few observations in response to the suggestion that Congress should always prevail. First, the argument that the President has no constitutionally based privilege is inconsistent with both Supreme Court case law and the long history of presidential assertions of privilege, some of which have prevailed through congressional acquiescence and some of which have not.403 Second, if one assumes that the President has some right to assert executive privilege and Congress has a corresponding right to investigate the executive branch, then whatever mechanism is utilized to resolve confrontation between the constitutional rights cannot be committed exclusively to one of the competing branches. As Congress’s own strongest advocate, Louis Fisher, has pointed out:

These implied powers collide whenever Congress, in an attempt to carry out its investigative function, is denied information by a President who invokes executive privilege. Which power should yield? It would be satisfying to discover a formula that is both unequivocal and trustworthy, but too much depends on individual circumstances. To subordinate one branch to another would destroy their co-equal status and disrupt the system of separated powers. We are left with a search for general boundaries and guideposts that satisfy constitutional principles as well as practical realities.404

Moreover, the arguments in favor of Congress’s constitutionally conclusive right to determine all disputes over executive privilege rest on several faulty presumptions about the way such a process would operate. First, the advocates of congressional hegemony implicitly, and at times explicitly, argue that Congress can be trusted both to ad-
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judicate the President’s claim of privilege fairly and not to abuse its investigative power, even if it always has the final say on what information must be produced. For example, Josh Chafetz has argued that “[n]onjudicial institutions can still behave judiciously, and, as we have seen, the congressional committees investigating Nixon were careful to behave in such a manner. Indeed, so were the congressional committees investigating the United States Attorneys firings.”

This faith in Congress’s ability to respond fairly and dispassionately to presidential claims of privilege would strike any experienced observer of Washington politics as less than accurate, to say the least. Congress has a huge incentive to use its investigative power “to engage in political mischief.” Indeed, as William Marshall (who should be in a position to know, having served as a Deputy Counsel to the President in the Clinton White House) has pointed out even when investigations uncover no wrongdoing they:

[M]ay inflict political damage on a president. They can embarrass his administration; distract from his agenda; undercut his authority; trigger further inquiries; and lead to lapses or errors in compliance. They can do all of this (and more) with little or no cost to those who choose to wield the investigative power. It is no wonder, then, that in times of divided government, congressional investigations are a political weapon of choice.

Complaints about Congress’s incentive to politicize the investigative process and unfairly target the executive branch have come from both sides of the political aisle. Theodore Olson (head of the OLC in the Reagan Administration and President Bush’s first Solicitor General) has argued that Congress utilizes its investigative authority to interfere with the President’s right to supervise officials within the executive branch. This type of interference was testified to by an audience member at the Symposium at which Mr. Olson spoke:

I wanted to follow on the point that Ted Olson made about the potential threat to separation of powers through the misuse of the oversight process. When I was serving in the Bush administration at EPA, as General Counsel, I was told that if I made a certain interpretative decision, I would be investigated. I did not make that decision; I was investigated. That seems to me to be a very clear misuse of the process . . . . I think we’d all agree that, increasingly, the game is being played in a very nasty way.
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Professor Christopher Schroeder (who has experience in both branches as acting head of the OLC and Chief Counsel of the Senate Judiciary Committee) has characterized some congressional investigations as “vendetta oversight, oversight that seems primarily interested in bringing someone down, usually someone close to the President or perhaps the President himself.”

Schroeder also noted that the increasing amount of oversight aimed solely at inflicting damage on the opposition leads “inevitably . . . to . . . a movement towards partisan divisions which are not productive.”

Given these persuasive first-hand observations of the political context of information disputes, it is simply not plausible to assume that Congress, with all of its political incentives to attack the President (at least a President of an opposing party) would ever give a fair hearing to a President’s claims of privilege. Each member has an individual incentive to maximize his or her chance of getting reelected and, if an investigation can inflict damage on the opposition party, not only does that bring publicity to the individual member, but also additional funding and support from within the member’s own party. As a result, oversight has become increasingly partisan and focused on inflicting damage on the opposition party.

Examples of such partisan investigations abound. The so-called Whitewater Hearings, initiated to investigate President Clinton’s involvement in an allegedly suspicious land deal while he was governor of Arkansas, went on for years and encompassed subjects so far afield that they bore no relationship to the original purpose of the investigation. For example, one witness was originally called to testify about his knowledge of the Whitewater land deal, but by the time of his fourth appearance before the Whitewater Committee, the questioning had turned to the 1985 procurement of the Arkansas state police radio system.

Republicans might make a similar claim about the House Judiciary Committee’s investigation of the DOJ’s decision to
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assert executive privilege in the Gorsuch case during the Reagan Administration.\footnote{See supra text accompanying notes 347–51.}

The advocates of congressional hegemony, however, make no mention of even the most obvious examples of congressional abuse of the investigative process. For example, Michael Zuckerman has argued:

To the extent fairness is a concern, Congress is aware of the potential for abuse of this process and has acted to minimize this risk; of the fifteen persons charged with failure to comply with subpoenas between the period 1787–1943, none was referred to the courts and only two were punished by Congress—showing that Congress is not a lawless body; it exercises restraint.\footnote{Zuckerman, supra note 18, at 66 (footnote omitted).}

The choice of this time period conveniently omitted the post-war period during which the House Un-American Activities Committee and Senate investigations conducted by Senator Joseph McCarthy resulted in hundreds of citations for contempt of Congress and the subsequent imprisonment of those cited.\footnote{Ellen Schrecker, Many Are the Crimes: McCarthyism in America xiii (1998); see also Ellen Schrecker, The Age of McCarthyism: A Brief History with Documents (2d ed. 2002).} By some estimates 10,000 to 12,000 people lost their jobs as a result of the McCarthy-era investigations.\footnote{Id.} In the film and television industry alone, over 300 people lost their jobs and were blacklisted from further employment.\footnote{See Paul Buhle & Dave Wagner, Hide in Plain Sight: The Hollywood Blacklistees in Film and Television, 1950–2002 (2003) (discussing political exiles in American life); see also Schrecker, supra note 346 (discussing the anti-Communist frenzy of the 1940s and 1950s).} One could go on at length about the devastation caused by these congressional investigations; it is enough for the purpose of this Article to state that history dramatically and conclusively refutes the notion that the congressional investigation is invariably benign and conducted in a responsible manner.

Finally, it is worth noting that the evidence of the potential abuse of Congress’s investigative power arises in the context of a relationship with the executive branch in which each party has an acknowledged constitutional interest and the Supreme Court has blessed neither interest as absolute. If Congress were given the conclusive constitutional authority to determine what information should be disclosed by the executive branch, it seems likely that investigative overreaching would increase dramatically. At the moment, Congress’s demands are moderated by the negotiation and accommoda-
tion process, which constrains both branches in the assertion of their constitutional authority. A Congress possessing absolute and unlimited authority to command disclosure of documents would be limited only by the political process, which, as we have seen, is a frail constraint at best.\footnote{Marshall, supra note 28, at 806, 810 (stating that political checks on congressional investigative power are limited by the way in which standing committees are constituted and by the role of the media, which invariably is on the side of disclosure).}

IV. WHY THE COURTS SHOULD RESIST A MORE ACTIVE ROLE IN RESOLVING EXECUTIVE PRIVILEGE DISPUTES BETWEEN CONGRESS AND THE PRESIDENT

The final question to address is the issue of the justiciability of executive privilege disputes between Congress and the President. The conventional wisdom has been that the courts should stay out of this process and that the branches should be left to reach a negotiated resolution of the dispute. David O’Neil has recently argued, however, that the conventional wisdom is deeply flawed and that the courts “must play some substantive role in a coherent system for resolving interbranch battles over information.”\footnote{O’Neil, supra note 20, at 1083.} O’Neil’s argument can be summed up as follows: First, the traditional negotiation-accommodation model of resolving executive privilege disputes is based on a theory identical to that first articulated by Professor Herbert Wechsler in the context of federalism.\footnote{See Herbert Wechsler, The Political Safeguards of Federalism: The Role of the States in the Composition and Selection of the National Government, 54 Colum. L. Rev. 543, 546 (1954) (arguing that “the existence of the states as governmental entities and as the sources of the standing law is in itself the prime determinant of our working federalism, coloring the nature and the scope of our national legislative processes from their inception”).} Just as Wechsler argued that state interests are adequately protected in Congress because the composition of the legislature is designed to reflect and protect local interests, the negotiation-accommodation theory is based on the notion that the members of Congress will adequately protect their own interests during executive privilege disputes.\footnote{O’Neil, supra note 20, at 1095–1101.} Second, executive privilege disputes are not fundamentally different from other separation of powers disputes that the court has resolved.\footnote{Ibid. at 1102–18.} Third, the negotiation-accommodation process incorrectly assumes that Congress will protect its own institutional prerogative with respect to gathering information despite the fact that political incentives are not necessarily
consistent with the institutional interest of Congress.\footnote{Id. at 1121–29.} Therefore, the constitutional prerogatives of Congress will not be adequately protected by leaving executive privilege disputes to resolution via the political process.\footnote{Id. at 1129.} Fourth, because the political process alone will not yield a satisfactory allocation of authority, courts must intervene to establish the appropriate constitutional prerogatives of the executive and legislative branches.\footnote{Id. at 1136–37.}

Looking to each of these arguments in turn, it becomes apparent that judicial involvement in executive privilege disputes is not desirable and that the disputes should be resolved through negotiations between the President and Congress. First, there is good reason why no one previously has thought to conflate Wechsler’s political safeguards theory with the negotiation-accommodation approach to executive privilege. Wechsler’s approach was theoretical and deductive. He argued, based on assumptions about the motivations of individual legislators, that the state’s interests should, as a logical matter, be adequately represented in Congress.\footnote{Wechsler, supra note 421, at 546–52.} Later critiques of Wechsler’s model were based on the observation that the motivations of individual legislators were based much more on partisan politics than fealty to the values of federalism.\footnote{See, e.g., Larry Kramer, Understanding Federalism, 47 VAND. L. REV. 1485, 1487, 1490, 1503–14 (1994) (noting instances where federalism depends on the political process “to ensure an appropriate balance between state and federal governments”); id. at 1520 (stating that “[t]he structural protections identified by Wechsler, Choper, and company are marginal at best” in protecting the proper constitutional balance of power between federal and state governments).} On the other hand, the negotiation-accommodation theory of executive privilege is based upon inductive logic, by those who have participated in the process and observed how Congress and the executive branch interact with one another in executive privilege disputes.\footnote{See, e.g., Finsher, supra note 24; Marshall, supra note 28; Symposium, supra note 408.} Of course, the actions of each branch are influenced by politics and not purely the desire to represent the institutional interests of Congress or the President. As Dawn Johnsen has noted:

The reality of congressional oversight of the executive branch is not a neat theoretical world but one that requires the messy give and take of negotiations. The institutional conflicts and political motivations sometimes inherent in this aspect of the relationship between the President
and Congress are best resolved through a process that allows for flexibility, a balancing of competing interests, and compromise.\footnote{Dawn Johnsen, Executive Privilege Since United States v. Nixon: Issues of Motivation and Accommodation, 83 MINN. L. REV. 1127, 1139 (1999).}

Second, there are important differences between executive privilege disputes and other separation of powers questions heard by the courts that warrant judicial restraint in addressing the former. The separation of powers disputes that are heard by the courts generally involve the constitutionality of statutes that either unlawfully aggrandized the power of a branch by giving it authority not permitted by the Constitution,\footnote{See, e.g., Clinton v. New York, 524 U.S. 417 (1998) (holding that the President may not be granted line item veto by a statute); Bowsher v. Synar, 478 U.S. 714 (1986) (holding that Congress may not by statute give the Controller General, who is an officer of Congress, the authority to execute the law); INS v. Chadha, 462 U.S. 919 (1983) (holding that Congress may not give itself by statute a legislative veto exercised by one House over executive branch actions); Buckley v. Valeo, 424 U.S. 1 (1976) (per curiam) (holding that Congress may not by statute give itself the authority to appoint members of the Federal Election Commission, who are officers of the United States).} or that arguably restrict the authority of a branch so that it is unable to perform its assigned constitutional functions.\footnote{See, e.g., Morrison v. Olson, 487 U.S. 654 (1988) (holding that Congress may by statute provide for the appointment of an individual counsel to investigate allegations of criminal wrongdoing by high-level executive branch officials and specify that the independent counsel may only be removed for cause); Nixon v. Adm’r of Gen. Servs., 433 U.S. 425, 484 (1977) (holding that Congress was permitted by statute to require the presidential papers and records of Richard Nixon to be retained in government control and subject to possible public access).} These cases involve essentially a binary choice; the statute is either constitutional or unconstitutional, and a court is well equipped to make the constitutional assessment of the statute at issue. Executive privilege disputes, however, involve an infinite variety of fact patterns and institutional interests. The proper method to resolve such a dispute would require a court to balance the need of the congressional committee for access to the documents against the impact on the executive branch if it is required to turn over the documents.\footnote{See, e.g., Senate Select Comm. on Presidential Campaign Activities v. Nixon, 498 F.2d 725, 730–32 (D.C. Cir. 1974) (applying such a method in determining whether the Senate committee could subpoena tape recordings between the President and the presidential aide).} Courts have a difficult enough time weighing the impact on their own ability to conduct judicial proceedings when the President asserts a claim of executive privilege;\footnote{See, e.g., United States v. Nixon, 418 U.S. 683 (1974).} it is far more difficult for them to assess the relative impact on each of the two political branches in an executive privilege dispute.
More important than the court’s inability to assess the relative weight to be assigned each branch’s claim is the reality that a court is far less able to fashion the appropriate remedy for such a case. A case involving the validity of a statute presents a relatively simple remedial problem. The statute is either constitutional or unconstitutional, and the biggest problem a court typically has is deciding whether an unconstitutional provision is severable. By contrast, executive privilege disputes, particularly as they are resolved through the negotiation-accommodation process, have innumerable possible outcomes. These disputes almost never result in total complete unfettered access by Congress or complete success on the part of the executive branch in blocking any congressional access to documents. More typically, a negotiated settlement of an executive privilege dispute will involve a long list of variables, including the number of documents to be produced, the identity and function of the persons who will be permitted to have access to the documents, whether documents may be copied or whether notes may be taken, whether the documents will be redacted and, if so, whether anyone will be able to view the unredacted originals, the length of time the documents will be made available, and whether and when the documents might be made available to the public. Each one of these variables has endless possible alternatives. For example, a document might be available to the full committee and entire staff or only to the committee members, or only to selected committee members or only to the chair of the committee and the ranking minority member of the committee and staff or only to the chair of the committee and the ranking member of the committee, or only to the chair of the committee. The details of these arrangements are always carefully negotiated by the representatives of Congress and the executive branch, and the final terms and conditions are limited only by the ingenuity and imagination of the negotiators.

A federal court has no way of assessing how to assemble such a combination of terms and conditions in order to resolve an executive privilege dispute. A court has no standards to use in deciding how documents will be disclosed, when they will be disclosed, and to whom and under what terms they will be disclosed. The genius of the negotiation-accommodation process is that those in the best position to assess the impact of all these conditions are the ones who reach a final compromise agreement that strikes an acceptable balance far more effectively than any court could by its unguided selection of appropriate terms and conditions.

Thus, what sets executive privilege disputes most clearly apart from other separation of powers questions is the remedial complexity
of the dispute. This remedial complexity makes executive privilege disputes with Congress unique among separation of powers problems and warrants the judicious abstention of courts from attempting to impose judicially selected terms and conditions to resolve the dispute. Neither O’Neil nor any other advocate of judicial intervention takes into account the remedial uniqueness of executive privilege disputes. Nor do they explain how a court would be able to achieve the same remedial creativity as the negotiation-accommodation process in any principled way.

O’Neil also argues that there is no link between Congress’s willingness to defend its institutional prerogatives and the constitutionally appropriate outcome in a particular case. Instead, O’Neil argues, Congress will pursue its claims only when it is politically expedient to do so. Therefore, the outcome of executive privilege disputes, if left to the negotiation-accommodation process, will be the result of these politically expedient calculations and will not reflect the proper division of authority as required by the Constitution.

The most obvious problem with this argument is that if it is politically inexpedient for Congress to pursue the negotiations-accommodation process, then why would it be politically expedient for Congress to file litigation to achieve the same result? The difference between executive privilege disputes with Congress and every other separation of powers or federalism dispute is that only Congress may assert its institutional prerogatives, whether through the negotiations-accommodation process or litigation in court. In other separation of powers or federalism disputes, private litigants can be, and often have been, the ones to bring the issue before the courts. Therefore, it makes a significant difference whether a court will take cognizance of these individual lawsuits or leave the matter entirely to the political process. Individuals may make up for the lack of political will on the part of Congress or the President by filing litigation that raises the constitutional issue before a court. That is not the case, however, in an executive privilege dispute where, if litigation is
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to be brought, it must be brought by Congress, or at least a committee authorized by Congress to bring suit.

Moreover, although the negotiation-accommodation process may not always produce the constitutionally optimal division of power, it is very likely to produce a constitutionally acceptable resolution and one that is far more artfully crafted than any court could produce. Stephen Lilley has provided a descriptive model of the political resolution of executive privilege disputes that “rejects claims that political compromise generates constitutionally optimal outcomes to executive privilege disputes. It instead identifies a more realistic model for the political resolution of executive privilege disputes that focuses on constitutionally acceptable outcomes.”

No one doubts that Antonin Scalia was correct when (as head of the OLC) he described the “hurry-burly, the give-and-take of the political process between the legislative and the executive” that characterizes the resolution of most executive privilege disputes. It is the very messiness of these disputes that allows the political branches to craft creative solutions that accommodate the interests of each branch. Congress will press for disclosure when it needs disclosure in order to do its job. Congressional motives will inevitably be influenced by politics and its willingness to assert its constitutional prerogatives will to some extent reflect these political motivations. But that will be just as true with respect to its willingness to press its constitutional prerogatives in court as it is with its willingness to do the same through the negotiation-accommodation process.

V. WHEN SHOULD A COURT INTERVENE IN A CONGRESSIONAL EXECUTIVE PRIVILEGE DISPUTE?

The question remains, however, whether there are any circumstances under which a court should step in to resolve and executive privilege dispute with Congress. The answer seems clear based upon our constitutional history: A court should intervene only when the parties are not playing within the constitutionally specified boundaries that define the nature of information disputes between Congress and the president. The President has no absolute right to withhold documents from Congress, and Congress has no absolute right to determine unilaterally what information the President must divulge.
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Thus, if, through some clever plot, a congressional Sergeant-at-Arms were ever able to arrest and imprison an executive branch official for asserting the president’s claim of executive privilege, a court should declare, in the context of a habeas corpus proceeding, that Congress has no right to arrest the official under those circumstances and must instead negotiate in good faith to reach an accommodation with the executive branch. Similarly, if the President asserts an absolute privilege and, by failing to disclose even the nature of the documents that are being withheld, as President Bush did in connection with the U.S. Attorney firings, then a court should rule that the President has no absolute right to assert executive privilege and must disclose the nature of the documents withheld in order to begin negotiating fairly with Congress.

In fact, that is precisely what the court did in the *Miers* case. Judge Bates correctly ruled that Miers was not absolutely immune from testimony before the congressional committee and Bolten was not absolutely privileged from having to produce any information about the documents that were being withheld from Congress. Then, Judge Bates wisely refrained from intervening any further in the dispute, and he directed the parties to resume negotiating. The Court carefully described how limited its role in the dispute would be:

Indeed, the ultimate disposition that the Court reaches today—that Ms. Miers is not absolutely immune from congressional process and that Mr. Bolten must produce more detailed documentation concerning privilege claims—still does not address the merits of any particular assertion of presidential privilege. Hence, this Court’s intervention is strikingly minimal, and it is the Court’s sincere desire that it stays that way. The Court strongly encourages the parties to reach a negotiated solution to this dispute. Quite frankly, this decision does not foreclose the accommodations process; if anything, it should provide the impetus to revisit negotiations.

Thus, in the end, the *Miers* case does not show that the system for resolving executive privilege disputes is broken. Rather, it shows that, when the usual process for resolving executive privilege disputes with Congress goes awry because one side claims a unilateral and conclusive right to prevail, the courts will step in in the most limited manner to reject claims of constitutional absolutism and redirect the partners along the path of the negotiation-accommodation process.

---
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CONCLUSION

Congress and the President have important constitutional prerogatives that occasionally conflict with one another. Congress has the power to subpoena documents and testimony, and the President has the right to maintain the confidentiality of certain information within the executive branch. Each of these prerogatives has a long established history, and each has been recognized by the Supreme Court. Neither prerogative is absolute, and each must yield under certain circumstances.

The Bush Administration clearly overreached when it claimed that White House information concerning the U.S. Attorneys scandal was absolutely privileged. It would be equally problematic, however, for Congress to claim that it alone has the absolute right to determine the validity of an executive privilege claim. The proper balance of power between the branches would be especially threatened if Congress attempted to utilize its inherent contempt power to imprison an official who asserted the President’s claim of executive privilege. Not only is there no historical precedent for congressional use of such a coercive sanction against an official who is asserting the President’s constitutionally-based privilege, but there is also a long history of disputes between Congress and the President where Congress has effectively acknowledged that it does not possess that power. Moreover, such a power is clearly unnecessary for Congress to enforce its legitimate investigative demands. Indeed, the history of executive privilege since the Nixon era shows that, if anything, Congress may possess too much leverage, at least if Congress is controlled by a party other than the President’s. There simply is no need, and no constitutional right, for Congress to decide unilaterally when it should prevail in a privilege dispute.

Instead, Congress and the President have traditionally resolved information disputes through the negotiation-accommodation process, rather than through the assertion of claimed absolute rights. This process works creatively to fashion compromise agreements that involve far more creative and useful terms and conditions than a court could ever come up with on a principled basis if it were to attempt to adjudicate a congressional-executive information dispute. Courts should step in only when the negotiation-accommodation process breaks down because one side has asserted an absolute right to prevail without compromise, and even then only to the extent of rejecting claims of absolute constitutional prerogative. Once the parties understand that they have no unilateral right to determine the resolution of such disputes, the negotiation-accommodation process can
effectively operate to settle disputes without further resort to the judicial process.